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doluink is a report from the 1976 Da4 Hamm’a~skjijld Wdrks‘hop 

It’& Technology ih Village Development which’,was organized at 

=&&I-&&ltural dol.lege, Rabaul, Paptia New Guinea, in ‘October 1976,,by 
-;7 
c. 

-the C?ffick\ of Village; Development, Port Moresby. Papua Few Guine?a, ‘in 

-Jm .~. y collaborat+n with the!bag Hammarskjijjd Fouridati&i?. ’ ’ 
9 

 ̂ :. / 
f 

j .T@e &~fhcjr. who was asked by the organizers to attend~the wb‘&hoF as 

ar?‘observer\and write a personal report on the, event, -is particularly con- 

. ce,rned with the communicative aspects of’the process df,distributing appro- 

Y, 
_ piiate tecfinology 2nd also endkavours to define the functi;n of %pp’ropriate, 

t&hfiolo~y in th;-con&t of Another DevFjopment,” 
.\ 

_‘_ - . . _-. . . . 

_ .i E i- ..-. ;.. ^.. . - .,. . ..- .,.. .__- (,_.. _~ 

,~- . 
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-i a . . a- 6 ~4 ~ The D&J Hammarskjijld Foundation was“established in 1962 in memory of the late 
8. 
F - 1 

‘..%-) -;.g ; 
.>S$cretary General of the United Nations. Its purpose is to orgariize sehli,nars a?d 

. ..- 9: c~onferences on social, economic and’legal issues of development. ‘ :. 

:* _’ _. .-. .-- 
I,.’ Other repgrts dealing with applied communication in the Third World,‘wfiich cari ‘-;: 

:, -.. t be ordered from the Dag Hammarskjijld Fouri?iation, are is fpllow: ‘. - _, 1‘ 
. ..-. .’ (‘ THE STORY OF A SEMINAR IN APPLIED COMMUNICATION, ed. Andreas Fugiesang, : ~: 
*- I 

.~ -~ ;” I.-. , Uppsala, 1973, 142 pp. Price: air mail 35 Skr; surface mail 25 Skr. ’ j 

:; ; ‘. 
! 8 ‘\. APPLIED COMMUNl,CATION IN DEYELOPING COUNTRIES:‘IDEAS A’VD OBSERVA-‘. - 

i ..> ’ 

i 
TIONS, by Andreas Fuglesang, Uppqala,‘1973, 124 pp. Price: ai; mail 40 Skr; , .* 

. . 
‘surface mail.30 S-kr. ~ 

..~ ~ ‘.‘-;, 
‘_. * - - ,f a 

. !‘ 
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FILM-MAKING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 1::THE UPPSALA WORKSHOP. ed. And- -. . 
: 
.,. reas Fuglesang, UppSala;i9?4,123 pp. Price: air mAI Skr; surfa&mail’30 Skr.-’ .1.,’ 

.,j i: FILM-MAKING IN DEVELOPING C~U’NTRIES 2: HIGHLIGHTS FR~M.A &M-WORK- .I, 
: 

SHOP, executive producer Bo-Er‘F‘Gyberg, 16 nim b/k film-(i6 mlri.).%$$sal<~;:;.[ _-- ‘ 
.1974. Price: 500 Skr. ’ . . 
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’ . The.Dag Hammarskjold Foundation was 
d . i memov of the late Secretary-General of 

I . The o&ions expressed ih’its publications of the authors 

0 ,; . . 1 f , and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
I ~ _. . I 1 ‘. 

General editor: Sven Hamrell i 
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The case forOAnotlter Development has been forcefully argued in the 

1975 Dag Hammarskjtild Report and in other publications. Further 

agencies and institutions and from the transnati,onal corp.prations. 1 

They may hay-e.t.h”e b 

attempts are now being made to concretize the conceptual frame- 
% 

t 01 intentiqns, but no matter what thkir-indi- ’ 

work needed for its imptementatioh. Rut there are still! many obstacles 

. vidual ~x~~q-&&?$~~&~diry ftirming, urban pl~nning,.transpot-tation; 

-&ononiics, currrqulum development or other fields, their: thinking ‘I 

to be overcome before a large-scale model can be tested on reality, has-&it@ some few exq$ptions -bee’n normatively shaped by the .’ 
., 

Since Anothefd&velopment is largely opposed to the prevailing 

materialistic attitude and rejects exponential economic growth and 

~-~ an ticce,leiatin’b consumption of the world’s non-‘renewable resources, 

I- one of the main obs’tacles to its.implementatiw-in the Third World .~ 

seems to be of gmysteri6us cultural nature. Mysterious, because 

wD.=+orn DPnnnmiP nrnw+h iodql. It permeates the project anti 
.emo$anda and the > O&J proposals an 

, 

. ..““.V,II “““I.“.I,I” y,v..“’ II 

gramme descriptions, the m 

therefore also ihe alteinatives that 6ome up fo,rdecisio‘n-by2hose y’ 

are, responsible, @oli%ally and adm,inis’tr&ively; fp6;&veIo~~&&t : 

- policies in the Third World. Theset of 

i,-,_. 
. . 

-1. 

, harmony between the ideas and the concepts c 

pment andthe sgcietal values, the traditional ‘techno- 

nomic,practices dnd the t%sourses availab’le to‘the - 

‘terist&_qf.the model a1so”serve.s as.8 shared &ychological 

theJ-ole of seemingly unitin 

In the coursk of my co&tits with the Third-World a@ t’he work ;f ’ .’ \ ’ 

* differ?nt international drgaiiz&ion.s, I iave coine.j(o. think that an 

enother Development i&based on a nl 

explanation of .the state of $ff&rs referred to abov& is ttiat Zhere.exists 

s>cceed only to the extent t 
- Eret2n&ion,qLrea _ 

a krnd ot pidden ‘monocuIture’qv,iew of develo@nent, which.operates 



. d 5 
-_ y* --_ ,f- -. “. 

modelswhich combine the ele’ments in a viable way-and which can ’ whether it contributes to our understanding of a social reality and, , I 
ultimately be tested empirie’ally. in the final analysis, whether it becomes a useful tooi in practical ~ .I’ 

? development work. ’ _ .-’ i : p’ ; 

l>n this report on the workshop. Andreas Fuglesang draws similar \ 1.. .I 

conclusionsirom his vivid and sensitive observatio s of the ideas and The basis for the present report is the 1976 Dag Hammarskjold-Work-’ ’ 
’ 2 reactions of the workshop barticipants at Vudal and f’the pe.ople he shop on Appropriate Technology in Village’Development, held at 

encountered in the surrounding villages of th 

% 

“p, art ‘o a.pua New. ’ Vudal Agricultural College in the Province of East New Britain. It is p’ 
Guinea: But in seeking to relate thisexperience a larger whole, a pleasure for.me to end thispreface by fhanking {he Office of Village .I c 
he justifiably draws on the broad knowledge he has acq.uired during , Developient &Y&a New Guinea through its Director Jean Kekedo, , 
a long career,as communications adviser iri a number of Third World 

,.-- 
its Appropriate ?<chno%;y Consultant, To$-f%%r, anditsT?iis- : 

countries. Having a practical outlook he sees the organizational, 

managerial-and ultimately political-problems‘of social development 

trative Officer, Noel Lewis;for the intellectual and organizati,ot?al. z” ..’ 

as being essentially communication problems, which can be solved 

as s&h. In this context: it is worth drawing the attention of the reader 

to a change of perspective in Fuglesang’s thinking. The traditional 

colonial extension method for transfer of knowledge in development 

work now appears to him as a professional fail&e. In this rep&t he 

therefore moves away from the reformist appr,o&h. which has so far 

efforts made by th’ew and their&any,collaborators’both in govern-. 11 - 

mkhtal and non-governmental institutions in the*plan,ning%md”imp~le- ._ 

mentation of the workshop. In concfoding, it is equally pleasant to 

thank Andreas Fuglesang for having interpreted the results of their 

work to us in such a thought-provoking way and for his attempt to 

break the previous ‘monoculture’ of developmental thinking’by . 

constructing a commun,icatigns model for Another Deveiopment. 
0 

. characterized development suppoct cqmmuni&rtion activities, and 

points to a fundamental change in the communicative structureof 

society as a p&requisite for development. 
Uppsala, March 1977 

\ 
.- 

Sven Hamrell . 

1 \. 

.I 
I :* 

/ A Putting the emphasis on communication is one way of approaching Executive’Director 

development issues. The ultimate criterion of-its vali’dity*is, of course, The Dag Hammarskji 511 
4 . ? I 

d 

8. 

. 

d Foundation . 



Appropriate technology is often characterized as a technology for the 

poverty&ricken, a technology that c&n help the world’s poor to help 

themsel$sr I consider it unfortunate that the concept of appropri- 

’ atenesi is becoming linked. in this way, dne,sidely to a poverty situa-, 

tion, however predominantthat situation is. The concept basically 

expresses a mea$rement.of value an&t can in f.act be used to char- 

acterize technologies in-an infinite number of social situations. By 

tying it to a poverty situation we make a doubtful value judgement, ’ 

ruling dut the.r.i$hneSs of human r&+&es which iswhat is really in 

question. There should be no sense of inferiority attached to appro- _, 

priate technology. In whichever form itmaterializes it is a tribute to 

man’s ingenuity. .I’ . 
“. 

The 19% Dag Hamm&kjold Workshop on Appropriate Technology 

in Village Develo@ment%f&dal Agricultural College, Rabauj, Papua 

l , 

-~~. NewGuine3: +&s-a-Iarge-seale-operation, planned and organ,ized by 

Jean Ke$edo and Anthony, Power and executed by a large number of * 

instrwcttis and participants. The progrhmme was tough and corn- e 

prehensive. There-were numerous practical exercises and few w’ritten 
lity and politjca,l.support, is best developed b’y successful.achievements- 

. 

,,j 

papeis, and so many work groups did so many different things i MY-’ 

.!n selected areas or vil4ages rather pan hv lrntested .oroar; 

= 
soLmany different places that this report cannot.be more th d 

carried out in.,a bigway on a nation’al 
,,._._ im- danner nf-en~rtinii liti’in-6c-b 



Other valuable 

worldwide consultation. Pafrick van : 

Hi// introduces the kind of Q 
riences have already been obtained in this field “. rapids of educational _ 

in both Third World and industrialized countries; they supplement 

those made at Vudal. For this reason, I have thought it important to 

aim also at a larger audience in this report and to i.nclude in it some 

of the rec:$nt thinking in the fie!d of development organization, man- 

agementfand communication. Af-t%he same time it should be pointed. 
- _ - i‘ 

*out that the report is not written for the scholar but for those who 

I ,grapple with the problem of introducing th@dea of appr.opriate 

technology and of organizing the framework for implementation. ^ 
d 

What’is between these covers is just an outline. Those’wh:-&ant to 

’ fill it in with’theoretical detail should go to.tfie sources from which I . 

.- l-iave borrowed heavily. I shall mention particularly the late Jarko 
_. 

Ceiha’s.thesis. Selective Mass’Communicatioh (7), prob.ably the most 

adva6c$d~contemporary research work in its field. Towards a Theory 

of RkraK&eve/opment (2j, writtin by Wahidul Haque, Niranjan Mehta, 
., - 

by Jim Tyler and his students, Papua 

Re,source Technology (3), 

than’the mimeograph. 
*-+- 

de the whole venture work. My friend . 
. 

dark-room. 

’ January 1977 * 
./ 

, 
/ 
I Andreas Fugresang / 

1 * 

/ ri 
* 
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If the Garden of Eden was somewhere-it must have been iri the wonder- 

ful land of Papua’NewGuinea. This’morning’s light is so full of honey. 

The forest abounds with’the fruits of all possible temptations and$ith 

the chirping song of, yes, of course, the birds oi paradise and their: 

rainbow-coloured colleagues. The sea is shimmering with smiles and 

laughter-what else.can it shimmer with when dozens of village chi,l- 

dren take their morning bath there? And here I am sitting under-a tree 

and I want you to come and sit beside me. I think we should both sit ’ 

quietly together and listen. This is not an appeal for an act of romanti-1 

cism on your part.~lt is a confession on my’part of the need to be silept 

before the noises of the dap overwhelm us. ’ 

Before we push ourselves over the brink of the present into the] 

7 technological labyrinth of the future, we should perhaps try for a, ew 

moments to recall something of !he past. Village people have h&I their 

- own way of doing‘things for thousands of years in Papua New duinea, 

their-own methods, tools and technologies and they-have been 

sharing them with each other. How can we try to share techn6logie.s 

wit~%R$TF%ithout knowing anything about-their dwn long’experi- 

1 enke? Can a n.ew technology be appropriate to people without beirrg a 

meaningful extension of their own experience?, !’ 
/ 

what people have to say about the i implest of things in their environ- s ’ 1 

mj&-it-shells, stones, b)amboo pins, wooden sticks, green ieaves. This - ., 
is, for example, what Margaret Hamanin can tell us-about shells: 1 

I want us’to sitquietly together under this mbrnfng’s tr:e and ‘listen to 

‘.7 : i ij 

__ 

_ -....-________d- ------ 
____-- ‘,’ . 

1 -- 

I’ 

, “‘In my home area people. use shells in many ways. 12will explain how the 

’ ,’ women make a-kau kau (sweet potato) peeler, The types of shell we use 

. are called bivalves. Usutilly the-shells come out at night at low tide: You _ i  

can see them with the two sections half- open in shallow-water, feeding 

on’ seaweeds and small fish. Once you get the sight of one, be ready, 

because it$s very Sensitive to light. Then i^t may draw in its foot tinid. 

clos . Wh.en you coll,ect shells you need .a reef baske{:&and7a torch*you 

iii 
._‘~-- ---I 

can 1 ake ou’t of dry coconut leaves. , : 

‘Pick up the’shells and put them in &e basket carefully so that y6u 

don’t crack the shell or scare it-to closebuickly and die. If it does it is 

- difficult to open it again. Bring the shells home and put the,min a pot of 

salt water overnight. Then @e&ells will feel$hey are still in the sea and 

,they will remain open when, they die. You can get the flesh out and the ., 

outer.layer removed by cook,ing the,shell or leaving it to stink: If you/do- 

the latter you have-to bu-ild-&rack i-0 a cool place-away from people’s ” I ,t 
houses, so that it does not cpate bad feelings. -- ~- 

‘., 

. -~- 
‘When the outside layer i$ lost we do the final p’rocessing. Take the 

shells to the beach and grind them in the sand till you have aSsmooth 

~--r-----g- 
3 



outside. Only grind the edge area from inside. If the middle part of the ;’ 

inside is ground the smoothness is lost 2nd the shell~loses its beauty. r 
I; 

The processing can take up to three days depending on how many, ’ $ 
shells thereare and the labour the shell maker puts into it. If there is no 

,:’ 

sand for grinding, stones can be used instead. I find that leaving them ‘.. . 

to stink is the best method. We get a good long-lasting peeler, heavy 
: 

and comfortable to use in peeling kau kau, taro and tapioca.’ 
7 

And when Margaret Hamahin’s reef basket is worn out,‘her torch burnt 

and her peeler broken, the tools of her technology disappear quickly R 

back in;o the nature they came from. 

The words Stone Age have acquired a particular connotation in our 

colloquial language. Perhaps we should listen to what Andrew Yama- 
-! 

nea has to say about that: / 
3 

‘Somehow the axe had to be made available. Otherwise, without the 

axe, man could not have been a success in his jobstike building canoes -% 

.-for travelling by sea, houses for shelter, spears, bows and arrows for 7 
L” 

hunting, etc. Some men found*minkrals and worked them into steel ‘, 

axes. Others made their own out of stone. 

‘Men from my region in thPe Highland provinces ‘with thei’rgtone .,’ 1 

axes did,as much work as wjth a present-day steel axe. ,Well, when I say’, 
., -_ 

this you might think that the stone axe shpul.d have dpne the work not ? .-’ .. 

as well as th!e steel axe,, but I can assure you there is not a singlse, ., .A, -. j., 
. 1‘ 

differ- in the walk done. My wantoks brought some of-the old’th;ngs “‘. ‘- 

that were made like that to a tourist who did not believe it. We had,to 

bring an old man who told the tourist that truly this was made by using I ,‘,’ 

stone axes. Remember, you could be just like thht tourist, despite your _ 

excellent guessing, so you might as well believe my words. ? ,_% 
a ‘The actual obtaining and making of the stone’ax’e is rather compli- “ 

cated.. Most likely, anything of vital importance in your life is not ob: 

.tained easily; and often you cannot find it around your home area. The 2 I 

slate rock best suited-for. mak!ng stone axes was;f,ound:.in .Kudjip in 

Whagi d&trict in the V$&ern Highlands. ThrougH’&$$-$ng.e of such i, _i,j’ i 
i. ‘. 

things as bird-of-parad,rse,‘plumes, tree-bar~~~~~~,~n~,~~~~~,e salt, the/mans ‘,. 

obtained a~.p&@bn of the-slate rock for his axe:‘: 
‘\. _8 

-;tThe~s$$&$obtained through exchange was just in an irregular , “- ‘., 
‘\ 

shape:Alon$$$?grain of the stone and with a certain forcet-he-m,an-- 
,,~-~-~---,-- .-.. -_- ----.-A --- / :;q, I 

12 
., ~- -pq --L 

I _--- c , <:,::;;-, -4. -- -'-.:eE.. / _---- , ,/, ii ., 
':.f. .__-.-- $i- ‘.><. 

,--- -1. 
- ." __- -- _. -~7- 

? .', i; I / \ 
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Iusing a smal’i barrlike stoneremoved the unneces&ry parts of the slate 

and:shaped it intoa rough .&one-axe shape. This u?e of limited force to 

remove theunwanted portions of the slate was very impor)ant because 

if npt done properly that stone, as expensive, as anwg, turned into a 
-s 

e was taken to the riverside and rubbed 

smooth,ing of the surface area and. 

actual shabing of-the stone into,the require0 si?e and shape. While 

*smoothing t,he$urface the mJan had;.to decide whether the axe was 

meant for lightwork’or for heavy work like cutting big trees, fencing, 

efc. The thickness of the ax$&td to>bemade accor?Yingly. The thickness 

is very important because this determines how long the axe will last and 

how much% v$l+w?/erk. When. the correct shape is achieved, the man 

sharpens the blade. 

‘The man then sets.pff into the bush to collect materials fvr the 
-* _ ‘handle: one pieco’of wood for‘the handle one piece in which the’ head 

I .of the axe is to befitted and rope-taken fr$m tree bark to tie the two 

* -. &ieces togetherl The hea&$ece is shaped and split in two:Then at the 

cefitre of each split the man makes a grooveaccording-tsthe shape of 

the stone. Then, with the stone placedihside thegroove of thepiece of 

wood, the splits are’wrapped with’roP$S. After the man has done this 

the whole piece is placed on the head of,thehandle and carefully 

wrapped=with ropes. When’the two pacts are carefully tightened to- 

gether,‘t%n ths,oompleted axe.& mgde and is ready for work: 

‘Though the stone’.axe can do ttie sain steel axe, the ” 

la&r input in making the stone axe is too h and the present 

generation is forgetting about’(he stone ax ich did a lot for their ^ 

cbast fathers Instead of being a.working-axe s at present turn.ed out 

to b’e one of the outstan?i~ng~wealth symbol e man’who can make a 

stone axe can earn, arou.gd 30&o 400 kina, jch is a good income.’ 

/ Listening to this story we may find variousaspects af a truth, depending 

,on wQ,o we are and where we come from. Some will say that the 

/production of a stone axe requires a’highly developed technicaicrafts- 

‘manship. Others may sa that people outside a money economy are 

k :aJso very rationalecono rsts. They know very well, for example, the ’ 

‘value of their labour input compared to other inputs in a working .” 

situation. Others againmight ask the question: how will these-people% 

iattitudes, life stvle and whole exoerience with one technoloav affect 



Noga Uru. Matru Sengo and Beniona Levi know something about hunt- 

rng and trapping technology. so let us now lrsten to what they have to 

say: L 

‘About twenty years ago all young boys were trained as hunters. None 

lnust lack‘these skills. The vi-llage chief organized the hunting and the 

men went into the bush and spent three days hunting. The hunter needs 
?\. ’ 

‘equipment. If he hasn’pgot these things then he can’t hunt: a very sharp 

bush knife. a file for sharpening it when blunt, a spear and finally if’the 

hunting IS going to be very successful he must -go with three to five 

dogs. Training of dogs is Important. There are always one or two bosses 

of a squad of dogs. This boss is very smart. He smells the pig first and 

starts barking when he sees it. Then the others come and join in 

surrounding. New dogs are madet.0 taste the blood of,the pig so that 

they will now be familiar with what they are-supposed to do in the bush. 

After this young dogs will be excited and’ then have a desire to hunt. 

When the hunter hears all dogs barking that is the time when the pig‘ 

has no way of escape. So the hunter runs to the barkingolace. When he 

approaches the area he should see the pig helpless on the ground, but 
I)- If the pig is still strong on its feet then this is the time when he spears 

the pig to the ground. If the dogs make the pig fall then there is no need 
n 

for spearing. 

‘When the hunter wants to go hunting, he carries his spear. He hits 

the spear, which makes a noise. Then the dogs come running. The 

hunter knows where to go for pigs. When it is time for bush mangoes he ’ 

goes to the trees because he knows the pigs will be feeding there. When 

during the dry season, pigs look for food around the big river, the ’ 
hunter goes there. 

‘On Karkar island the people use bamboo pins, wooden sticks, 

leaves and rope made from the fibre of the tulip tree to make pig traps. 

The fibre is dried in the sun to remove the sap and become tender and 

strong and then made into ropes. In making the trap first the hole is 

made. This hole is for the pig to put the nose through<and avoids cutting 

the ropes. Then after that the thin rope is knotted into shapes as a fish 

net. At the end of the trap is a long rope. It is for tying the trap to a tree 

and stopping the pig from reversing back. The size of the trap is 

measured by stretching both arms. 

‘As the’hunting time approaches the men take the trap into the 

bush. Flexible wooden sticks are driven into it to give it a low shape and ,_, 



the ends of the sticks are pushed inte the ground. The trap IS built 

across the pig‘s track. ’ 

‘The people of my village for many ykars kept on telling theiisons 

and grandsons how to make traps. We do it another way. We simply 

cojject one bigger stick, some small ones and a cane.The big stick is 

planted in the ground by a pig track. The two smaller ones are ham- , 

mered in the ground just in front. The big stick is bent towards them- 

with the cane and hooked on. in between the two sticks a loop is 

placed. This is to catch the pig when it goes’into the loop. What 

happens is that the pig actually unhooks the cane from the two sticks 

and the bent stick springs upright holding the-pig. Then the pig is kitled 

and carried home.’ 

J. R.-Varua from the 

nology they use for catching dolphins dnd. porpoises: producing sound 

under water by hitting or rubbin.g two stones against each other: 

‘A totai of ttenty-five or more fast canoes follow the animals when 

they emerge from the bottom to draw air. When the dolphins and 

porpoises hear the sound of the stones they become distracted and 

restjess. T6ey will swim away,.followed by the-canoes producing sound 

for distraction. After ten or twenty mintites. depending on the sea, the 

canoes fottowing the school here and there tire the animals, and when 

fhey are not moving very-fast, they are moved asho,re for the catch. 

*In moving, the canoes are naddled in a semi-circle leaving the base 

empty for the fish to be chased ashore. The closer the canoes come to 

the shore, the smaller the semi-circle becomes until the shallow of the 

reef is seen by the animals. As they come to shore they dive down and 

we their lives away. The sound is stop‘ped and the fishermen jump into 

vhes and so on.’ . / 

If we want to teach people about transport technique we,should listen ‘* 

to the’woman first. After all,-.we have been misusing her forthousands 

- of.years & a beast of,burden. Mamel Bog, for example, can tell us a lot 
-. >&“- 
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ab&t the making of differenttypes of baskets for all sorts of transport 

andst ‘b Fge purposes from preparation of the leaves to plaiting of the 
._ pattern. Perhaps this time we should look at the pictures instead of- 

c 

We are trying-to communicate appropriate technot 

know how to do it. I shall not draw any conclusions with you from what * 

II 

,-.“’ 

,J-‘; - 

, . d 

we have, heard und’er this morning’s tree. Al,f I am trying to say is that 

people’s ideasbnd inte&sts are alive and valuable like dolphins and 
’ 

0 
porpoises. 

1 
.I.’ 

V&have to show the same ingenuity and produce the “right sounds if,we ” -: 
wantto catch them. The trouble is we cannot listen properly when we 

start:the noises of the day, demonstrating the chain-saw or bashing the 

corrugated iron sheets:lntrodtfctjon of apfirolCate technology, should 

be linked to an understanding of the existing traditional technpI,ogies. A 
,, ‘. 

- 
relevaht que$tion is, Indeed: how can the traditfonal technolog’&s be _,,..,, : 1 

. . . . . . .,(,_ 0 -:a-: 
“%“,; 
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of appropriate-technology pro- 

practical work.was done in the 

took place in the even- 

sanitation. and building 

; -and materials were there were also dis- 

- ,. plays, demonstrati,dns and activities in other areas such ai leathe,r- 

work, pottery, bl&ksmithihg,fish-drying and -smoking, charcoal-‘ 

burning, etc. 
5. 
‘i 

. The organizers outlined th‘e,basic progr&mming,,of the worksh.qRft@ 

way: _ r. 

0 __ I 

The basic programmingpf the Workshpp is gs follows: 
; 
$- 

. 1. \,Week.j: the whole week willconsisf of a wide display.of all the . . 
appropriate-technology equipment and processes that we can asse.mble ari’d 
demqqstrate. 
Students will use this’week to imme?se,themselves i’n qll aspects of appropriate 
technology. ’ 

I) 2. Week II and-Weeklll will be schedul,ed in the following way: 

(6)* Afternoon periods wiil be devoted jo activities of the student’s own chaice. 
This will allow the student to explbre one or more areas of skill in an 

; 

in-depth manner so that he/she dan take home that new skill. 
(c) Evenings will be spent holding discussions gnd.viewing films and video; 

.r’tapes about aspects ofVillage development.’ 
The final day, Sunday October 10, is to be a Show Daqopen to the public.’ We 
hope to stage a mumu and sihgsing at which there will be distinguished Papua ’ 
Ne,w Guinean and overseas guests. ‘: ;, I’ 

‘, 1 % . ,? ( 
Tony Power, the workshop organiz$r, characterized the. participan’ts ii ’ 

this way: 
4 i” :* 

. .D’ ,\ 

* ‘::. .- 

‘!n all fbrty-two students we 
, ,I 

%nfortunately the n!umber o 

fort+two studen@ : 

-‘The,studentg ‘were &lm 

the modern sectpr and nios 

were C?niinuni;y Developh 

aovernment ‘06withqnon-on 

re present for all or pati,of the’three.weeks. : 

f women wtis’very Iqw, ojty three out’of the ‘a?’ 
, 

u’ 
J$ 

o,sJ all educated people, mostly workin; in- : 

tly for thq ,go$rnmept?The Mgest’group ~, 

ent pfficet: working eiSher ‘with the ] , 

(a) Mornin’g periods will be devoted to the four basic courses, namely Food cI 
- -. :’ --.-i- 

..-., ,-vernment organization.& About 20 per cent 
were Adult Edacatioh’Bffic&rs 9r teachefs. The ,rno$i impokant,,groCrp, 

ii, 

and Nutriiion, Agriculturf, Water,and Sanitation,?nd‘Building and 
: 

vaterials. l, 1 
,. 

Stud&& will.choo& twoicpurses, fbllo&ing one the first we&k and the 
,. . ‘as‘it turned oht, we?& village +orkers.‘These‘men had worked for 

: .D ,’ 
oth’er the second &ek. , 

.varying periods in thb’&d&[n sector’but ha<.left it to retlit- to’th& 

1~ village t9 prpmote village d6velopment. of&n, their influe.nce ,extended .- 1 
P ’ :’ 
. 4 ,/, . A/ 

’ L ~. 5 : _ P . 



to surrounding villages, which were in the.process of being organized 
into development associations. Though less than 20 per cent of the 

- -group, the& men had a,vey great impact on the whole tone of the 
+ workshop.’ ’ 

1 

P 

1 
+’ : 

A workshop approach has many”advantages’oxer other studyimethodsi 
>% 
.*- 

the participants in the’latter seldom get the chance of .moving away 
~~,from~an;d beyond the reel-m of,verbal interaction. In the workshop at 

,I,.. 

Vudal the participants were, indeed, offered excellent opportunities for 
: .:action inthe realm.,of reality, foi,interacting’ with concrete functioning ,: 2 

“technojbgyand-for using and creating objects. During the evening 
discussions, Jean Kekedb%rn$ Tony Power repeatedly outlined the 

. 1. purpose of the, workshop forj,the.:participants: 
.L.: . .‘I i’ “’ , 

.’ ‘Y’ , , 

You are the ones who de?$de and-choose from wgat we are offer- 
ing you’: I. * ) .i . 

,.A . 8 
. 

.., 
, 

’ 

‘@of fhedemonstrations we should iry to remem- 
xperje~nce is of extension work all.over the world. 
a dgmonstration situation the villagers’sxpectd- - 

tions and f-&es are rather high. It is a mood which is brought about; 
partly by the invitationto attend and partly-by the gathering itself. 

‘x.(~, 
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When.‘you cannot bring the logs to ,the sa&mill, you can bring-the,’ 

sawmill-to-the forest. And that may be an advantage in a forested but 

roadless cotintry: This Iittle~porta~je ‘sawtni!J”with two men produced 

itsfirst plank in less than ai hour. A small u&t cpsts apopt 600 ki.,na, a 

bigger unit about double. 
_j 



-. 

Brick-making is a long, labour-intensive process: finding the right type 

of clay,~ traosporting it. @o?he spot,, drying and mixing it TV, the right 

consistency and finally packing 2fid shaping the bricks in the mould. 

After that. sun:drying’again. At the same time the kiln is being built and 

firewood is collected. Thenthe kiln is filled with bricks, cqqed and 

ultimafely fired. The most exciting mom&t comes when you open the 

kiln. The quality of the bricks depends on a painstaking preciseFess at 

each stage. 
d _’ 

BricKs were also made by other methods. 
* 
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Equipment for the> production of shingles is simple: a w’edgcd iron with 
. 

a h$ndle, a s’ledgelhammqr and a bushknife---all tools which can be 

produced by any village blacksmith. Particularly if they a,re preserved 

with chemicals, shingles provide long-lasting roofing and sheetirI;g for 

buter walls. Shingles, if careftilly cut, can,be used even for ttje*moi& ,, , 

refined h&sing details, such as window shutters. 
I 

. 

:. 
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Soap-making does not even take much labour. All you need is sdme # 

caustic soda and coconut oil. The proportions are: 122~s of oil to 2$ 

cups of caustic’soda; you need, in addition, 3 cups of water. You also 

2 
have to make a wooden mould and it must be made tight one way or 

another. - 

EM soap is a low-priced consumer article wh$ch moves fast and wide in 

the commercial distribution networks. Can you compete with the soap 
* 

“\ 
factory in the city? . 
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I Nutrition is not ‘a question of appropriate technology, really. !t is a - ” 

development issue in itself. Even if exact statistical figures aie hard ** 

to obtain, there is reason to believe that certainprov/noes in Papua 

New Guinea have very high infant mortality rate2 comparatively -’ * 

speaking, and.‘thatthe main reason for this is simply majnutrition. 
. pi 

There is enough food and good food to remedy the malnutrition prdb- ’ 

lem. J.ean Eng, regional nutritjonist, puts it this way: ‘...the entire probr - 

lem revolves around the fact that the people are not aware that it exists,’ /_--- 

$ 

How many parents, even among so-.called educated people, know thata 

, small child needs half-as much food as an adult? “.-;, ’ 
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Th Ives some technology, of course, like a ‘brush’, 
forsbelling fish, a rum stove for smoking fish, a stoveYor baking bread , 

-and fbr exampl’e a peanut roaster for an open fire. Food preparation and 
. 

preservation are of prime importance ih hot climates. 

-Why are the boys$bigger than the girls? Because they are fed.better! In 

Chimbu, which has limesto’ne and sh$llow soil, the malnutrition among 

children is worst. Food takes care of hunger! No, it also takes care of 

growth! 
: 00 ^ 
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Bee-keeping and honey-processing are welt suited as a village small 

-2industry. The technology is simple: The cultivation and processing of 

pepper can also become a substantial source of cash incomefor small- 

holders. The pepper berries are retted in water and sun dried after the 

skin is removed. 

. i 

. 

The buffalo can grazein the coconut plantation and save you the Iabour c 

of’clearing. It does n&t need petrol and’spare parts, but it has few sweat -:- 

glands and must have water to roll in. Accustomed to flat swamp land 

and shallow ploughing, you cannot take it into hilly country. If the 

buffalo kneels and does not want to pull, well: then you’d better know 

how to train it.. 

Mixed drops are a method fob[ more rational land use, The coconut 

palms provide shade for taro or pineapple. d 





ir 
“. ‘. . ’ , 

The processing of palm oil is simple but lucrative. Eight kina-worth of 

husks gives you eighty kina-worth of processed* oil to sell on the mar- 

ket. In addition, palm oil is very ilc~-~n-v~ta.~~Aahli_eood_for-cooking. 

%,, ‘1 
J.ean Kekedo is convinced that the hydraulic ram pump can give villages 

better water supply. It has few moving parts and great lifting power, if -“. 

there is wate,r enough. 
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After having seen so many demonstrations, tried so many tools and 
simple machines and above all after having pout in so many’hard hours 

1 -of work in learning new methods by doing thgm-what were th> re- 
actions and feelings of the participants? I 

* 

In a sense the &orkshop put, theparticipants in the position of the 
farm&r-who keeps on sharpening his tools and preparing hi3 eqbipment 
but who never gets down to agriculture. Frustrationssurfaced, some- 
times ‘expressed by-&e-odd-disappearance of a participant from the 
project work, sometimes bytense remarks during the evening discus- 
sions: 

- - 

’ #‘Why should we introduce t&se-foreigri ideas in the village’? We have 
.’ beautiful ways of doing things. My Mym can make a 

pottery wheel. If people want a foreign grinder, they 
and they don’t have that.’ 

‘Peoploalwtiys ask the government for money. That is the opposite- 
of self-reliance. People have always gathered money. Befbre,.they 
gatheredpigs-orshelt:mone$ Now they hide away paper money. There 
is enough mon’ey.in the viMages for people to pay,their own devel- 
opment!” . - . I 

‘Most of this stuff is not r&eiVant for the participants, that is why 
-7 ---g&-e cSo’~.~~worlronthe-pro~~~s.‘i- 

‘We don’t complete pne things, b~ut~fly-aco;n_d-~~~~~pp bits and 
* &?ces: 

. 
/ , * ,’ 

“I can’t cope. 1 hate4he proj&ts. : 
. 

,. 
,I’ . . 

‘The prbjlcts will never be successfully.;inished. 1 suggest vlre 
shoul$ have only one hour lunch.’ ’ : 

’ ‘I don’t mind this technology. I learn from ‘my 8colleagues.’ ’ 

8 ‘ ‘,J . 
( , 

0 

‘We-haven’t had enough informati’dn in advance. No people in my :. 
villages have asked me about appropriate technology. I doubt if people’ .:. . 
know anythihgabout it!’ i ‘;,., t 

, --,,: 
‘, 

‘Why did the organizers fail to get a woman into the instructioh’?,. ’ ” 
They do the agriculture!’ ?. ‘, * . . b , 

’ ‘Wejmust continue with the projects. We can’t swap around now.’ i’ 

“Why”are,we here? We ask the same question avery evening.! 
* i* 

a ‘Truth is the daughter of time. Let us read the whole.book. Let us be 

. 

.’ 
patjent and see.’ 

. ? -3 
I 1 +. . 

. 
. . 

In spite of \he painstaking and,systematic effort the organizers had 
.‘, ,’ 

made to inform the participant&in advance, it,was’evident for a partic,) 
_.,.. 8” 

pant obse@cr that the concept ‘appropriate technology’ had come to 
them like a hew slogan. Everybody used the two -words continuously, 0 
but many cduld not coma-to gri,ps with it in their own fram%of refer: 

* 

ante. Moi Aqei put the problem in a deeper perspective by asking two ‘. \ 

quest,ions; $.<,, ,:.a J 
‘.\ :_,,. 

. \ 
’ ,:; .j I . ” 

‘In what senda isa may! walking barefoot inferior to a I&J flying ” 

,’ ;/ 
_ * ‘~~~:~;?~~n 

superjet? ToEadcept village teehnology,doesit.,mean to accept a dif-’ - -,J: I ^. 
felent political ideology?’ * 

_ What was the ramaso’n behind the .participantsZipparent~une 
confusion? Was it that ‘some_instr.uctors were .not expert en 
th,erefore some ofPtheir demonstratbns’failed? 01; that-rn’lrt 

~~---zu?@n~gements for demonstrations did not fal@&‘$aco~in ti 
aYlthe,proj~~~~~were-~otc~~~.~~~~~d by the6d.o 

. In Ibr~s.of:lcjgistiCs”and instructd~,B$~xcity,-th 
undertaking ‘whioh,tho organ&r had, &et-y rea 

shop was 9 big d ;__, :; 

What’we have to.rocof&-rizeIs ‘th t in s’pite of,ali 
i 

be p~~~~-‘--‘~ 1.1, : I 
:<:_-I 

I domonl, , :,:; 
.’ . . ‘. I 

,’ 
stratiotis, the workshop’ was an.‘, bstractidn f/o? reality. 

i :- . .._L. 
- ‘.Z 

i 
. 

a 
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The participants were Introduced. for example to a few stages of the 

process oi charcoal-burning. The limIted technlcal function was torn’ 

cut of reality and because that function I; so conspicuous people get 

preoccupied wtth It and do not really percetve the preceding and 

succeeding stages Charcoal does not smoke. It burns steadily and 

gives steady heat for a long time It Is’excellent for cooking and easy to 

- carry home But the process IS only a small part of a wider continuum 

First what are the needs In my dtstrIct7 What are the forest resources3 

What are the cultural habits? Is there an economic base to start a small 

industry7 Or IS the process worth whtle for home consumption only? 

And second bvhat are the consequences-in the short run and In th:, 

long rtin” There are many preceding and succeeding stages which are 

net seer 

.I 

38 



There are many conspicuous details to observe in timber preservation. 

_. -The-barkrmLst be knocked off-withwooden sticks. The absorption 
_ 

. . 
process stops in the areas where a knife or axe is used. One pound of 

copper calcium salt per gallon of water makes an extremely poisonous’ 

solution which must be carefully mixed. The logs must stand for seven 

days be’ing turned 90 degrees every day. The method gives preserva- 
5 

tion for up to fifteen years. But again the few stages which are demon- 

strated are torn out of a larger context. What are the possibilities of 

distributing the poisonous chemicals in remote rural areas? Can people 

be taught to handle them carefully? What ate the economics of the 

method,?..Etc., etc. 
b , 

-t- c 

/ 
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What is appropriate technology? Perhaps it is only a way of thinking concept of the facilitator was totally unknown to them. Attempts during 8 
atid doing things, an;idea put intq action. Most often the idea is put it+ . the’discussion to clarify the major principles of village develo’pment 

- a machine or a conspicuous method of some kind, a tactile tool, a , ’ work were futile. This happened in spite of the,facI that mo.$t .partidi- 
handle to hold on to. The technology itself is so conspicuous that it pants w&e educated at cblleges teaching agftcu!ture;community~ 

. comes betweenus and the-wider perspective. The practical demon- decelopment and bther typical extension subjects. This extrabrdinary I~’ 
str&ipn. the example yo3 use to cqmmunicate an idea, becomes the situation probably derides from the simple circumstance thatsuM in- 
thfng itself. In other words: the medium becot-iles’the message. We. c . stitutions soncentrate on teaching specialized knowledge of various I ~’ 
focus our perception on what is concrete im frpnt of us and do not see ‘. kinds, but teach the students nothing about hoti to communi’cap this 
the abstract behind it. We tend to be more attracted by the smart looks knowledge in the villacjes. All-over theworld the situation seems to be. , 
of a bicycle than by the idea of cheap and convenient transport. This is the same: extension methodology, animation technique, the r.oJe of the I 
a-pliefiomenon reTated’fo-what is cafled consplcuqus consumptmprrctrt tr)- -.. I I- is WUn 

. . . . . . I . .j 

affluent societies t leads to creation of false needs. Svch a thing must I 
4 ; 

m . 7 
majo+r reasons may be that we kn hardlyscratch the surfaLe of this 

have too! 

J 

i .- I 
problhm area before..we discover that the jmpl,ications are mainly politi- 
cal. Here, indeed, is a task to be und&ta&$K‘“~l6~ant observation and >.’ 

t am inclined to think that ‘many of the participants were confused and .af>propriate thinking are primary abilitiei for a fa6iIitati;ir or ariiniator. Y i 
/ ‘i frustrated because they did not see that i‘h6 real purpose of the ovec- i 

whelming presence of appropriate technology was to give them a wide Learn‘ing by doing is a method which sqmetir&es has iis limitati<ns. 
range of appropriate ideas, i.e. to trigger off in them a process of People generally do notwant to-do-thin&%niess ttfeY need fo do them., 
thinking appropriately. The question is whether physical demon- An advance assessment of people’s ne$ds tJerefore becomes the 
strati’ons are the Qnly or the best means to do that. The ‘p&ticipants means by,which the facilitator cqn ma-ye t.hbleg&n.g situatjQn~ mor_e ~~~ 
experienced many things as irrelevant b&cause they did not get the relevant and m?aninQful in the village.llt is true that sometimes people 
opportunity to relate what happened a’t the workshop to the larger may not kndw what they need, but’it i i equallyfi,ue that people onl$ s’ 

,, context in their diqricts or villages. The educational and practi 

J? 

gdopt new wayS if fhey see results the,y,can use: What can we do to” -i 
“c problem is: how do we fill in the empty frames so that we get a o -’ screen the ideas so that appropriate- 

.prehensive percepiion of the usefulness of technology A in sit n B? come more useful to people? Is there ’ 
assessmed of people’s needs? 

; factor in appropriate technology,as a means to self-reliance is not so Cleatjy, research studies on consu 

a- * -e. 

v:oriday evening, 4 October; was devoted to a disc,ussion of thB role of 
the ‘facilitat&s’ in village cjevelopment. what was the meaning of the 
word facilitator? What should facilitators do and what should they not’ 

’ 

i *’ 
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measured people’s input in the various types of work connected with nutrients for the iob soil whibh might otherwise be lost through leach- 
the gardening and established the following perce?tages: ing.‘The woman in the garderi”& part of a ba\anGeb syste&. To define’ 

&athering/pl&ting 
, 

Clearing i 14.0 
the fe’lt ;eed is a co&tplex rhatter. 

Fencing 6.0 Weeding ’ ‘* 
Burning. etc. 3.5* . Harvesting 
Soil retainers. etc. 2.5 ,i* 

31.0 
14.0 

Carting ’ ” : 21.0 

The refinements of the st;dy are not important here, only fhe indical 

! tions of people’s needs that the figures give. This is, indeed, the op-; 
pression of the woman qqantified. Clearing and fencing is heavy wo,‘k 

i 
done by the men but otherwise-the gardening’is loaded m the wompn. 

. weeding. harvesting, carting and the rest of it are their duties. Back; 
.ache is a typical wdman’s.disease in so+m&y Third World countries! 

. . 
! 

One r@st envisage that the needs for appropriate technologies are 
greatest in the-areas where the work input is heavjest. An improvement, 

’ in, for exampte, the methods of weeding or carting should lead to “n 
improvement in the quali& of life of the woman. One.wotid assume thzrf 
in a situation of-limited resources the s’uccessful introduction of a&’ ’ 
propriate technologies depends on an approach of setting clear pdo%i-. 
ties. But one must fare cautiously. People’s insight. into what they ire 
doing and.how they are doing it is very pronoun&d. The Tsembagh 
wodan does not weed out the tree seedlings. They are; even prbtedted 
iri the garden. They are-called ‘duk mi’+mother’of garden&P;llowi%g 
them to remain afld ‘yrow/.aVojds 6 &as& stage when the garden i+ 
abandoned an-d &&urr@ ,a r’afiid reddvelopment of the forest canogy. 

The village popqation survey‘(l5) is another’source of information of * 
interest, although a relevant interpretation and av&luation .pf the‘data 

‘depend on considerable knowledge of the local condition&An extract 
illustrates, for example, these cdntrasts in ‘needs: _. 

B 0 
h$ore or Better More or More or ‘* ; 

Province better water better better 
roads ’ SUPPlY aid posts schools _ B 

. . - 
% % yo * % 

Central D 64 “4. 8,. 12. : 
Northern ’ 25 11 6 31 ‘% 
Western : 

Highlands ~, 48 ‘13 * 5’ _ j3 @ . . -- 

Madang 67 10 l”7, * ._ 

Aggin, a detailed analysis is not c ed-for here. The main point illustra- 4 ’ 
ted is that the provinces vary in th$ir level.of development. It follows ’ 
that a:Tational policy for the jntroduction of appropriate technology A’. 
should be planned i? relatioti to the specifid provincial needs. . _~~ ~~ 

Figures like the forsgolng-confirm the convict-ion that a system-r+, ~--~ 
priority ratings mu$t be developed before a n&nal poJ!cy,fo!ap- 
propriate techn$ogy can be meaningfully defined. -’ -I~ -- The young-trees alSo piovide webs of roots that penetrate deeper bnto _. .,. .J 

’ the&gfGiJ-the:rtib cd tfleqEa ndiretbb~b;leiQ.+ ---.-----___ - 
’ 8% -.s, ~ r ;,I 
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It ought not to b-e so difficult tP preach about the merit of being 
self-reliant to people who have been exactly that for thousands of ye$rs. 
Edit is. What are the characteristics of the various kinds of appropriate 
technologies we tzry to introduce? They are all based on the idea th’at 
labour is the available resource. So, do they not impose ofi the labourer 
a sustained, repetitive &d often monotonous effort over a long period 
of time? These new technologies shape a new life style for people. 

, 

How does that go tiith &ople’s own life style and technology? What are 
the characteristics of people’s own way of working?’ 

Jim Tyler says this about the village technologies: ” ^ 

.__.__ -.~ 
‘Tblere a.re a number--d strik~ng-featrrresl~~O’~e~~fi~-~~~~ness and 

~~--.- --- 

diversity of types of village technology practised throughout the coun- 
try. Another is the ingenious use of materials from the immediate% 
environmet?. A third feature is the gentle’nature of t-he technblogy on 
the ertvironm?nt. Nothirlg ‘is exhaustively deple.ted-eveiything is at 
hand-lihle’is required fo be impprted7all of it is hand.tnade. Finally, 
throughout the happy’timmunity’nature of many 6f th$..teqhnoJogies 
shines thr&g$. They can truly be said to be village technologi?s: An 
intimate view of the extended family in action is given in many of them. 

. 

. . _ 

., 

--------- -- 

, . 

There i$ much more joy in trapping fish than going to.th& tradestore to 6 
purchase the costly tinried article.’ 

I I __I 

What is the psychology of this? Is it the ind,ividual achi.evement, th 
competit,ion which counts? Or is it tha_t people are DOING THINGSi P 
TOGETHER? Sir Maori Kiki says it’this way:> 

$. 
1. 

‘When-1 was a+boy people did everything together. They used to rely on -- ,.._ 
‘a leader called KARIKARA KIVA HAELALhe who takes care of the 
village/ The leader w& not elected, but simply one who had proved 10 ’ . ,~ 
he an fficient person.‘When he said, “Today ie shall go and fi’sh”, we 
v$pnt ut and fished.:. 4 

i. 
T I 

. .._ -.-;---- A ,I , I - .--__-_” -~ - . -~ 
. Dqes it have somkthjng to do with leaderihip)hen? Did the. traditioqal 

-- 
. 

-i i 
to do,, work for the government? Moi Avei sa 

* :I,( 

‘Before the impositiqn pf oolonial rule, the billage was,’ asit were, “the _) 
sburce\,,of life’;, That is, the will to work and3rug$e, to*.sh&e, to k 
celebrate, and ‘e&n the moments 0f’stifferih.g drewmir-me&i@-“a$d 

. .._ -i------ 
.’ 

significince from thci! context of the vihge:-l- &&ete term,s,.a[l form’&, 
s Cl i ’ .4 

.Yy 
9’ i ; ‘ ,::, D; 



of human expressions from the spiritual -to the routine organization of 

productive’iabour had an integrX@Ce with/n the bull-ring.of v.illage ’ 
politics. Real power resided with the villagers or was within easy reach. 

----__~-_;There is now a radical departure from this, as foreign forces 

gener%Cfo~od of seventy years of colonial rule have im- 

-‘posed a new basis or “s<urE%%fi~he sacred’ir;lstitutions of * 

foreigners, the schools, aid posts, lo,cal’gov&nmGht$s&msJhe * i :. 
church,and glamorous urban life which now sets the.pace’as wm 

generates the inspirations for all forms of creative expression within 

our society. The village is now seen as a hollow space where people ,r. 

actually reside.‘ 
I 

/’ 
,/(- \ 

Does-appropriate technology perhaps have~some”thing-t~~do’with -.<-‘,‘+i I 

people’s creative expression? An.d is that perhaps again linked to peop- 

le’s ability to do things together? 

‘We should keep Maus Tambaran as a community house where people 

I discuss and:decide. In Haus Tambaran they decided for ex&mple to 90‘ 

on a trading expedition toXneighbouring village and they went under ---~.. . ---r-^ the direction of the clan chief.,This direction does no longe-rexrst. -.Y 
. . -, ‘.,. ’ 

What was actually! the process by which peo$e in Haus Tambaran 

decid.ed? Was there a village democraFy and how did it work? 

During one of the workshop discuss/ns, ananonymoa fZirXci@nt-~~~ _ d.. 

madethis signifircantstaf~ment: ~.. . 

‘Idp not like to,have a chairman. I am from the vilfage w~hereeverybody _ 

talk and they are old enough to know.to talk the same thinr. We are not 

talkingJthe-same thing here.‘.’ 

, 

A---.----------- 
,’ ” 

I have worked i~~~~tl~-v~lIgecam_Cnunities in othel“parts of the world. 

They are very much the same. It’seem~~TffFi&democt&qy is a much ” 

l ‘-..,: 

more subtle process’than that,bf electing a chairman-an/d representa- -- 

tives and ma,king speakers stick to an Qenda. People-or &her the ~’ 

men-cometogether‘tind discuss the m’atter. The skill of the leader is ’ 

his sensitivity to what the consensus is. f-le proposes ai action: ‘Toda.9 
. 
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,-’ .;’ 
is a fine day.for fishihg.’ If his observationo?, the conditions for the 

action and his interpretation of tt% consensus is correct, he is foifowed 

! $y the village. If not, well, then of course he will n.ot be followed and if 

be repeats such failures he will probably not be the leader of the flock 

for very long*either. 
’ 

‘$ 
Thus is a social insti&tion for dedision-making which is very efficient. Ii _ 

‘. 
is much more time-consumincj than taki\n@a ballot, since the ensuing. 

action itself is the expression of the vote! But perhaps .the results are 

better. If this view is correct,’ t@ system of democracy is practical and 

operational. From the point of vjew of the surv&al of the village com- 

munity it seems ideaf:‘lt does not allow‘foc t’he formation of a trouble- 

some power structure above the common man. My experience is that . 

village people have invented the most profound way of dding things 

together. j7he question is wh.ether and how appr&@iate technologies 

can fit into their life style. ’ - \: . , A 
II~ 

There is no doubt that the many modern developments are tearing their’ 

life st$e apart and village people are concerned about it. They worry. 

z, The clan and kinship systems are, hbwever, stiff aliveand provide some 

cohesion in these times ofs cial 

potentials for new sociaf d 

upheaval and’uncertainty and/also 

anizatioh. It must have been the isolation of 

- - Ahe.villages and the long, lonesome Catioe travels which led th % Mela- 
nesians to extend the kinsh-Q idea and invent the Wantok system. Doing 

things together extends even to those who talk the same Language. ’ 

Wantok,does it mean One-talk!? 
._ . ‘6 . 

It is toi& wrong tothink that the social in”stitut&s and the life style of 

the village-are obstacles to development. On the contrary, they provide 

a starting+oint for the development work which is, invaluable. T . 

But we have to understand that together witti’the introduction of any 

new idea goes the feeling among the people that their old ideas are 

wrong, stupid OF inferior. We must start by perceiving the human terms 

of notions like developed/underdeveloped. It sifnply hurts very much 

new bisnis. I don’t want to hurtiiny people make them feel they do ..-- 
things yiong way.’ ’ -* . -. I 

,’ 
If appropriate technology can improve’people’s quality of life, how do 

we go about introducing it in the community U-ten’? Is there a method for 

the extension workers in the.rural community? Or is perhaps the whole 

notion of the public-service eictension worker as a development agent 

in the community a bankrupt reminiscence from colonial times? Before 

people can do things together they must come together. Is approbriate ’ 

technology itself a concept which is likely tdbring people together? Or 

is it only part bf a larger development effort? Doing .things together 

. means m&h more than the result of th 

.t, 

2 

action. It means also the joy of 

the action, thecrea ive expression a!* the singsing. 
20 

/ 1” . . 

The workshop’dealt with th&fGn&ional-demonstration of the tech- 

nology but little with the joy. It is my experience that, depending on 

circumstance, almost anything may serve to bring people together, 

ranging from literacy clas.$es to nutrition demonstrations, water supply 

or building new roads. To begin wit&,,t.he importaht thing is not what 

brings people together, but that the&&3me together. ’ 
..“h. . 

Manasa Rad’rotini, an experiencgd ruril-development worker from Fiji, 

told the workshop about his experieiice: . 

:j 
‘I start out being with my people during the night rather than daytime 

when I disturb them. One thing should bring people’together, so I start 

suggesting a commu’n.ity centre to build together, Often it takes long 

,time to decide. Whe,n the centre is finished we star$r.un programmes.for _ 

the young Bgaple inside: library, film& dance& and iraining program- 
mes of different kinds. Also church-that makes o,!d’ people come 

together in centre. One thing very successftJl was’inotor repa,,ir of ’ 

oUboard ,Totor. We gave traJt&t demoostiations in-centre but people 

have tr&ble so now we have mec.hanic.who go around in villages and 

do work hnd traig people. But I think 

Successful farmer has tb break’wt 

@y fails in farming., 

: . . . 1 
r himself. :On the other 

suddenly to perceive.oneself as unde,rdeveqoped; I .-- . . .- hand then the community, hates “him.’ -’ -‘----- - - --L-I. k’~~,+y=&)il i .;= ---.-~,- -_ -- ,. 
,-. 

,I 

I 

> 

, ‘. 

i 

i’ 

David-Dray&u. village worker in his home vtllage on Mantis Island, said it The l&st’rem&k, of course:\ 

. so clearlr.during one of our late-night talks: ‘You see, I go slow with of two ideologically ,very dif social delelopment. ~. 
a 
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community has to go through the often cumbersome’procegs of being ..~ 

convinced of,the necessity of the house. In’ his talk to the partici’pa&-‘~~7 

_ I 

* 

Graeme.Kemelfield’ou%ned experiences,hom his educational; work in B 

Papua New Guinea which tended to confirm these .i as. H&e are so-me : b 

of the points he made: 
i -.. < 

‘We are thinking along the lines. of.a cogmunity-based.educational’ 

system. The~present~educ~atio.nal$stem prepties.the yoyth for jobs, :’ ‘. 

which are not going td-bethere. But ~~~~arents‘lna~B.~o.tieli:n~al\Ir~~. * z. 

The;id%ea is a community educatio’n centre in which everybody partici; 

pates. This is also linked up with the trend among in&llectuals to go . ., 

b,ack to the village, Our experience is, however, that the facilitators who 

cpme back as “big young men” are running intp ?iiowble. The projects ~ 

w’hich have succeeded are the ones that have been quietly played. The ’ 

unity worker has’used the IeadershTp inside the village to lead the 

idea comes forward repeatedly in these m‘eetings: * ’ 

,th+$o!der people are concerned that’the-modern d&elopme&sare 

tearjng the community apart. One ol,d viAlager said it thrs way: “We fear 1 

that government will:decidyLchanges which we will not know about till it ,: 

has happened to us!” .; S , .. o ” v “’ 
2 e 

- ..‘Eventually people sta ted building the:h&us+and quarrelled. But i ,’ _. ..,- 
3 then the-question cameyp: wh.at@ie we wing, to do when we have the- * “ 

formal opening~bf the building .and what are we’go’ing to do !n.&.de the,. ’ 

building when i-t is finis~hed? Progra’mmes were suddenly discussed- * 

L’ :We havetibeenuging various types of gdu .,-,*~ t$%al,-material ..and . 
% 

” 

ha&started literacy classes.and~$e d,ecided, f$$f%~ti~als. New things 

must happen. all the time. Peclple-arebored by$@egular. ’ ‘. 

:We want to start out our educat,ional wor@$$making people thjnk. 

; ’ 

I 

_ What has happened in the past?‘What do you&ant to-do now? We -.- -’ 

used, fo? example, a slide tape, The Drop-out, tq:make people t.hink 

about and.discuss &.zhool:The.commu-nity hasbroken apart and has to” 

,. 7 

come together again. What can we‘d0 about it?” This is.the%ort of 

,?, * 

.’ i 

“situatibn in-which you can start talking’about appropriate technology to!., 

people and to,tal&boutorgani~ing village work. But we found that one ., 
\ LI . ’ ,i,, ” + ,. a <. 

1 1 
d ’ 

/ 

Building a hoqse together is.<eally an action ofpsychological signifi: ,’ 1 >‘ -- 

cance in the community and may pr0vide.a starting-point fo:r doing 

thing.s’togethell. hot exclusively for appropriate technology:but fo’r all 

_ 

sorts of things, wh 
a 

tever the comm‘unity itself wants to do. But people, 

hardly build a hquse togeth,& just for the fun of’doing it. First the c 

_ -. -_ __, _ _ -. _.__ . - -. -__ 
8 
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i _’ > : . 
The pubfiG-seririce off icial,s h’a,be’a-crucial position,in relation to the 

village community. Three. important questlons are: Hbw do they see 

their own role in village,develdpment? What are the village p~o&s 
. --feelings about them? And finall’y, hoti does governmenkki~ne the 

’ funct& of the public service in village developmerft?,-, / 
,.- 

0 .M 
In their invitation to the workshop, the &anizers sef the-following ’ 

criteria and objectives for the,sel&tion of participa s: 

7 kwtici>ants , -, 

, .- 
./Rf . 3s 

Two particiqa/nts &i’il:be-s&ected from each provin’ce in Pap&‘New Guinea. 1; 
addition~vtfatians;wrJl;h~_extended tb the+6vernments of Fiji. Solomon .’ . 
Islandsand New Hebrjdesio;send observers. 
,‘. ,- * > 

2 Chteria for selecti& 
‘.. _., 

r- ‘x-, 
-I People who already live an< work inShe province. * 

.a People with proven in!erest and invc$epent ig pro%toting village developme$ 
iti any way at all. SC 

. t 
x. Peoplewith interest in the use ot.appropri’&etechnology to.foster self-reliance., 

0 People with the ability to coh;fiunicate i.nfor$a?jon arld ideas ‘on appropiiate 

technology. ’ lv \\ ,’ 

3 * Future action 
‘1, 

\ 

’ Jt is hoped that participants bn returning to their proG\iceq will become co- 
ordinators and-promoters oj appropriate tech6ology: 

,, 
” . 

-7 
By assisting-in the staging of proviricial appropriate-tec,$nology ,workshops.. I MY 

P ” : 
* . L ,i., 

.:: 
. . .fl, 

.m 

.” By acting as contacts for the Office of Village 

* Pacific Appropriate Technology Foundation when 
By giving information anp askirig’for”information regarding th’e, 
’ appropriate-techpobgy needs of the provinces. >’ 
. _ 

4 Educational qualifications - * 
Basic lit&racy in English and/or Pidgin and/or‘Motu. 

. 
\ 7 1 ‘, : _, 

\ 

Let us now listen’+ some of the voices at the tiorkshppr er ’ 
+ 

‘We’officials interfere with what people are doing. 

at the tap,’ bu@he village pbople do not know.’ 

‘0 
‘Government confuses people and up‘set”s 

are late in telling pedple’what’is the meaning 
I_ ” 

.‘Ttie governient officers aye there: I 

takes time.’ *J * : : : ‘ ; . ,_ ‘>,, .: 
And may tie a\! hold our hands over Anna Nombri, who cdme out with‘it 

like a blow toYch’: ., 
‘.% ~ I 

, ‘S ~ b F_ .* Y 9. . , 
. . 

‘I thdught,l had to work tipderneatii the min,but I am=not. I get n”o 
*. ‘, 

&ooperatioriifr’om the adt-?tinistratiori.:l hate especially adult education -.“’ 
. . y. ..I’, 

‘\ ,. e 
; I’ t 

. * ” _. - - 
r 

*a i , 
53 ,’ :~: 

;, 5, 
,’ / I-1 “‘~Z 
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officers. The officers,come, b& they think high(and people are dang- Another was of a” different opinion: ‘ihey always create n&v positio& 
. 

erous so they stay only five minutq. TQey tell me: “You are never in 
your office”, but I ial, “‘wfice& wherever I am,.” How can we work 

and sit around the round table instead of going to the village.’ ‘., 
, 

Q 
as a team?” 

I / . , j�, _ l 

Tony Power, who organized the.,workshop, sums it all up like this: 
. - - . .I 

Jim Tyler puts it thisjway: - ‘The uneven &ponse of’ihe participants to what amounted to hard * 
. 

. i Si ., 

‘There shouldn’t be bo niuch un,ea%?ess about the p”ublic service. It’s 

1 work was a&ne.of contention for both staff and students. In effect it 

actually 6ne of.the,gkeatest res&rces w’e have fdr Gillage developm&t. 

showed, not unexpectedly, that pu’blic servants don’? take too’readily t’o 

The problem is to mbtiv.&e the Rublic-service officers.’ 
manual labour. Many claimed immediately%at nothing tias relevant. ’ 

_ /.” 
The village men on the other hand were enihui%stic and com.plained 

not about the w?ork but about the lack pf enthfisiasm of so%e of their 

compatriots.’ 
r \ 

-- so 

level to Adult Educ 

have their own 

And he continues: 
4, I\*. 

m 

‘This whole situation was.very eduiational for the organizers. Though 
; ‘1 

not entirely unexpected, it highlightedimportant,con&raints on the 

over,all stratbgy for village develppment espoused by4 

Village Development.’ ’ 
’ :* 

This seems to confirm that there will be a leadership 

e have all from village field level if distribution of appropriate technology is 

ptiblic-service channel. Referriflg to the public.servic 

” cipantS assessed the-situation iri this sweeping state’m6nt: ‘We don’t 2: 

is diffi&4a see:why the 
need appropriate technology; we need approp;i,ate persons.’ ‘,r 

b I ~ .M 
v L 

us ma&a me&l note oh that 
. ;5:#. . 

Considenng the ret?ent government decision-06.decentralizatioimand’. j 
> : 

u strengthenhg of prpvincia 

seems to be of some impo 

iioned. A voice of p btestput it this way: “ hy should peop$ going 

back tp the villa& _e paid half as much, , Ky not double as much?’ 
4 2 

J then the public servants ca 
-’ ::-_ 

oifice and g&an, increment for” 

-.9. 5 . . I’ ’ i \ - 
,’ - I si . 1 

‘ : D ,- : 



SHARED INTERESTS AND VESTED INTERE~TS~ ’ * .’ 
OUTlilNE OF A hODEi FOR COMMUNICATION OF 

%,’ -ANOTHER DEVELOPM&lT . m , .* s ” * ‘..< ‘.y 
. 

a 
m- . - 

1 i 
Ti - .5 

I \, ATi, ” ._ $$;‘!rjr. ; .,. _’ ; + / . ,, $ : . 

-., . 

.._ 
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I 

Modern technology, however complex it may be, tends to have a sdoth- 

. 
. 

r’ 

ing effect on people whb interact with it. It is structured and predict: 

able; it.is guardnteed, prepackaged’and supported, even’in Third World 

countries, by an international service network. We tend to carrythis 

. 

psychological adjustment with us when we deal with the.congept of 

appropriate technology, and perhaps, is a result of that,*we do not ask 

;“- . . 
nology itself as *much a$it is the c&velopment of the organizational and’ i’s 

managerial capacity tb handle-it dn the national scale.‘We have to 
\ ” ;- 

“i. :-- 8‘ 

assumethat an intervention will take place. A proj&t or a techn,ol.ogy ;.,T 

which cannot be duplicated through an oqganizational process is sim- t 

‘; 

ply of little interest.~ Nor is. the project-of interest-if it is on a‘scale from I. i 

._ ” j ’ 
enough fruitfut questions. We occupy ourselves more with the design 

which no inference can be drawnrogarding the mags #zsponse: We 

need ,a notion of the totat context .j,n which .we expect’a”set of’ap- *.I ? _ 
and function’of the hydraulic ram water-pump or the’ brick kiln than 

.with the local resources and the’design and,.function of thesocial, 
propriate techhtijogies to function. We have to.kno.w what we want?& 

institutiens which are needed to make appropriate technology a vehicle 
Li . 

‘_ ’ :. .i’ 
8. 

do, how we wa&to*do it a<d were and when wevjan[.to do,it. 

’ ,,, l :., , i 
of human progless. I Our understanding-of how the ‘mechanics of the socialbmodel works 

:: 
13 

‘2 . 

lt,js not ,unlik& that the pr,oblem is not the de&lopment of the tech- 
5 1 
‘L , (J 

may then lead us on to th.e deeper layers of mass motivation and 

mobilization. on which ali bevelopinent effortsdepend.‘ * 

s ’ :, ‘,I 

~ : , 
* . !.’ ,/I i 
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Five thousand words was enough for the hunting man, but the settled 

farmer has difficulties in making do vGi$h them. And the office worker in 

the modern city just cannot manage to Survive with a limited vo&bu- 

lary; the big department store in-which he shops stocks hundreds of 

thousands of.differ’eit.ayticles; j I , ,,, j , j I .., ,, s - 

’ 

Man’s brain &thus ill-equipped for a full perception of the syinbolic ’ 

complexity of his technological, overdifferentiated world. Consequent- 

ly, man cannot control his environment alone. The individual feels 

incapable of mapping the course of swial and economic development. ., 

. . 

-.. 

: . 
-5. 

_ 
\ 

j \ 



The-mass may not be readily perceive-a’,’ b‘ut’ it is a.communl ative d _ 
universe. It is more than the sum of limited individuals. 

of the com’municating man is limited to the topics and 

is interested. The competence of the dommunicating 

to that of any individual, because. as each 

the mxs of these individuals is 

on interaction.with its environment the 

ways. The.metropolitan mass is structtired in anot 

mass in. for example, the rural areas in Papua~ N&w Guinea. But this 

does not affect theCfact that the’mass functions as a communicative 

universe. It affects only the pattern of the finction. _ 
II 

O.nly in the mass does the individual t&ie shape aS indiV*idual,. The mass’ 

is a perf$ct communication system’. It provides spontaneo+ division of ’ - 
‘informAtion labour. It covers all fields of imporiance to ouiisociety’s life. 

It adapts continupusly to changes. . -* ‘) + J 
- 

tiecause it is iomposed of ind,ividuals who are d?fferentiat.ed in’terms pf 

information, the masscan carry and handle an’itiformation burden far 
-,’ 

beyond any individual’s perception frame. ‘: 
.I ,’ .* ,, 

6 b 
: . 1“ 
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The communlcatlon flow in ihe mass is controlled by the Interests of the 

Individuals. Topics and ideas of a specific. nature activate few people’s 

inte.rests. Toprcs and ideas bf a general nature activate many people’s . 

j intere.sts. As the saying goes, ‘the discussi,on was of general Interest’. or 

‘it was of little general interest’. The flow of information In the mass y-’ 
_ 

goes along the path of contacts between topically Interested people: ‘I 

am really Interested In that hydraulic ram pump. What do you think 

about it?’ People in Chimbu Province. Papua New Gurnea. and people 

.rn Uppsala. Sweden. are probably Interested in different things. b‘ut the 

Imporfant fact IS that they both have topical interests. 

d 

. 

3 

‘The individuals combine their interests in so many ways that knowledge 

of their interest in one lopical area is insufficient for preticting anything 

about their interests in ,other.areas. The fact t‘hat people are informatiue- 

ly specialized-is ,the fundamental characteristic of society’s communi- 

cative pattern. But thio specialization is very in’dividual. Identical com- 

binations,& interests in two individuals probably cannot be found. ‘I 

like carpentry.’ ‘Oh? I prefe; bee-keeping.’ ’ 

60 . I 



Society is complex. The individual adapts to this complexity by 

specializing himself as a communicative unit. 

‘1 am interested in three things: car racing, cooking and stamps from 

Papua New Guinea.’ 

No authority sets the rules to decide which individuals should special- 

ize in which interests. A random genius superior to any type of rational 

thinking guarantees a communicative mass, a human sodiety. that func- 

tions In spite of the limitations of the human brain. And these days, one 

can also say. In spite of the symbolic overdifferentiation of the modern 

environment -4 

Thrdugh the uniquenessof the individual int$erest combinations every 

area has a contact with alt other topical areas. The mass is 

a chaotic wonder. It has an infinite CFLEATIVE P&qNTIAL. 

can produce?an infinite nember of decision alternati? 

is useless unless it causes decisfons. Together., the 

the mass provide the means for so&ety’s decisions. By means’ 
mass and the capacity of the individual in combi- 1,. 

the course of social and economic development can be mapped 

How can the unique combination for Papua New 

I 

What are the combinations for other Third World 
i: 





_. 

, 

_I 

The informative energy of the mass is constam. Change occurs through 

continuous restructuring of th’e energy, Some individuatsfind new 

,interests and replace some words in th$r conversation with new words. 

‘“i. 
+;: Some of the units are all the time released-from some of their informa- 

tive duties and thereby’permitted to advance towards new communica- 

tive frontiers. . 

‘I &as interested in burning charcoal for-a while,‘but could not make it 

work so 1 gave it up”. Let us rather talkabout biacksmithing.’ 

The direction of change can be controlled by channklling some of the 

informative energy of the mass into a continuous flow of communica- 

tion between the mass and the 1eadershi.p. _ 

F 

’ 

., * 

. 
i B 
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/ 
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Leadership is a communication problem. Decisions must be based on 

information from the mass. Otherwise they are non-responsive to social 

realities. Consequently communication is a political question. Bad poli- 

tical leadership’is mostly wrong communication.- Modern.communic& 

tion gimmicks*&tnnot solve problems that are essentially political. 
*,r 
j’ ? 

A 

tdOW Uses~~e-d-ecision~rnak~n~~~~~~~~nt in society function? How 
is-it adjusted to the communicative supsriority of the mass? 

i 



The declston~makrng establishment fences Itself off from the commu- 

nrcattvs dynamrcs of the maforrty of the mass, whrch IS kept outsrde the 

areas of decrsron-making The bureaucratic mrnbrrty IS rnsrde The 

rndrvrdiais both rnsrde and outside are communrcatrvely restricted by 

the combrnatrons of their Irmrtatrons The outsrde maforrty however, 

uniotds rrseif in social change by contrnuously restructuring Its rnter- 

osts ~,her?as [he rnsrd&category IS rsolated.from the dynamics It H. 

becomes an obstacle-to so‘cral development The decrslons are pro- 

duced by irmrted rnd.rvrduals 

cm i 
I am s\)rr:;‘i!ere IS no money for your prefect thus year f have already 

CiQS$d tile account and wrrtten my report to theprovrnclal commrSsro- 

ner In Papua New Gutnea as elsewhere the development bottleneck IS 

oit?n the adminIstratIve capacity in the public servrce 

‘b 

A communicative unit with limited info‘rmation input produckslimited 

decisions-Those outside, the majority of the mass, create a functioning 

order without authority. The insiders produce an authority without 

order. The insiders need power to be respected and thereby they pro- 

duce a system which is unre$ponsive to the communicative pattern of 

the outside society. Possession of power excludes the necessity of 

responsiveness. Society can improve the quality of its decisions by 

bringing the creative potential of the mass into the process of the 

establishment. I / 
,‘** 
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The’refore the problem of leadership becomes twofold to lead those by 

whom the mass must be led and to lead the mass Itself The leader must 

’ be both part of and beyond both. The leader’s drlemma 1s to lead t;e 

mass to fulfrlment of Its communrcatrve potentral by a-process of srmul- 

taneously elrmrnatrng and reinforcing the superstructure of leadership 

The practrcal problem IS to create egualtty In the communrcatrve pat.- 

tern of socrety 

The Ideal leader IS the Indrvldual In the mass whose percepttons of the 

need for socral change are ahead of the mass but who recognizes that 

the rdeas orrgrnate in the mass Itself 
. 

Democracy IS not a sysfer#~ to be tntroduced. but an end-product of a 

communicative process “? 

There are VESTED INTERESTS and there&are SHARED INTERESTS. . 

How does the communicative pattern in society function? It has been 

commonly assumed among communicati.on specialists that an informa- 

tion intervention follows a two-step flow, from mass media through - 

opinion leaders to a number of individuals. This idea offel-s intriguing- 

opportunities for those who have a manipulative outlook, but it is 

fortunately not borne out by experience. The opinion-leader theory is 

probabfy little more than a superimposition of outmoded authoritarian- 

ism on modern sociology. 
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We have sard that the communlcatlon flow in the mass IS controlled by 

the interests of the Individuals A SHARED INTEREST between two . 

rndrvrduals IS ther;fore the channel through which communicatron 

flows. The reason is that such an interest provides them with a common 

focus of perception. It isan old truth f6r observant party-goers that 

people communicate best when they have a common Interest. Informa- 

tion flows back and forth between people of equal or almost equal 

Interest And. let us repeat, all Interest is toprcal. j e It IS a focus of 

perception on an dblect or an Idea. an opening In the communicative 

unit through which information energy can flow. This IS the reason why 

the mass spontaneously structures itself tn clubs, assocratlons. clans 

and other interest groups. 
, 

, P 

d 
. 

From this fo,llows another important relationship. With increasing ‘topi- 

cal interest there is increasing exposure for, i.e. willingness to find and- 

receive, topical information-but not f.or information in gw 

9 

fan 
individual is strongly interested in motorcycle ra ng, he is not likely to 

be attentive to a message about sheep-breeding, ajthough it cannot be 

altogether excluded. Communication is a give-and-take business be- 

tween people. We are, as we say, exchanging opinions. It isa two-way 

flow. Each individual in the process is giving advice and seeking advice. 

This advising/seeking activity from the individual also increases 

with- increasing topical interest. It is a common experience that people 

interested, for example., in cooking like to give and get advice on 

exactly that. . 3 . .e 

i 
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The communrcatrve pattern in the mass also has other characterlstlcs. 

When the lndfvldual through increasing toptcal interest also shows 

tncreasrng ex’posure to topical rnformatron. this exposure IS relatively 

independent of channel. The lndrvrdual seeks rnformatron where It can 

be found The source may be a mass medium just as well as a person It 

should be nored however that the contentron that the exposure IS 
Independent of channel does not imply that the qualrty of the channels ’ 

IS the same The qualltatrve aspects of person-to-person communrca- 

iron are !nflmtely superior 

. 

n sx 
i 
k 
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Although It IS the quantrtative aspects of mass media which make them 

a workrng proposrtron in social communication, through mass media 

one can reach so many more individuals. lnferests control all commu- 

nrcation and. as a consequence, mass communication too. Therefore 

mass communication is topical. It works selectively on topically inter- 

ested subgroups of the mass. Within these subgroups the flow of 

information does not go in two steps but in an infinite number of steps 

and In both directions between interested individuals. 
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For fhe success of social,and economic development&he premise IS 

that the leadership becomes an Integral part of the communlcatlve 

pattern. the network of SHARED fNTERESTS of the mass How this can 

be done is more?often than not a i@blem of identifyrng and neutralizing 

rB the VESTEDINTERESTS which are obstacles to the flow of communi- 
.‘. , 

cation from the mass. It is also the problem of preventing-new vested 

interests from being born in the process. To substrtute one upper class 

for another does not improve the quality of the decls!on-making. _. 

,t f 
Another Development cannot be achieved by a hybrrd’of otd social 

rnstitutrons and reformist,ideas. The development farg’on is so unre- 
,<, .’ 

freshed by rndependent,dhought. New-institutions must be designed 

whrch are tailored to the participation of pebble thefielves. 

I * 

, 

> 
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The r&odern communigativesociety functions only when’beople are ‘.. 

positively motivated. Vested.‘interests fragment the larger communica- 

tive pattern, shatter the cohesion and lead to/the formation-of subsys- 

terns which tend to restructure the free flow of information. Gon-. ” -. L- 

sequently the probability that the creative potential of the mass will,, 

‘throw to the surface’ ideas and solution6 of importance for thawhole, i 

i.e. for mankind, is tragically,re.duced. j r :g:: 
, *’ 

I CL 
There is a<perspective of soci&l.com.mitment which runs from shar$g pf 

,.i 

Iii’ 
interests to sharing of material reso%rce$ There”is room’for an &garji- 

zational ethos in that perspective, but, hal?d,fy for temples. s” I 
,I R ‘~ 1 I: L 

*These are some of the important communicative aspects of me process 

of social devei’opment. In what f,ollows we shall try to analyse this .‘c 

process in a&vider context. ..’ ..L 
I> 
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The socral model In whrch the drive towards development IS based on 

the serf-Interest of the indrvrdual has ruled Itself out Albert an anrmal 

man IS a creative anrmal The purpose of development must be the. 

development of man. I e of all men and women, the realrzatron of the 

‘creattve potenttal of everyone This realrzatron IS both a process of 

llbsrarron from regressrve social relatronshrps and cultural taboos and a 

process of creation of a collectrve sprrrt Man IS a group animal The 

creative ootenttal of’ the mass can best be realized In the social dyna- 

mics of the group In operational terms the arm of development IS to 

build a n?w normative system.rn society based on such values as 

self-reliance :viiltngness to undertake self-crrtrcrsm creatrvrty and 

rnnovatrveness Improvement of k.nowledge and restraint of con- 

sumption a, 
: 

: 
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The notion of participatory democracy is .not df%&rtionaI without such 

values and the socral dynamic is frozen in structures which permit 

’ exploitation and oppression. MoUels which allow.the formation of ves- 

ted interests are unsuitable. 

Development IS fund,amentally a question of accumulation. i.e. saving: 

A society at subsistence level consumes everything it’ produces and 

’ therefore has no resources left for investment-m future development. 

Accumulation can be attained through the input of foreign aid or 
I 

investment and capital-intensive technologies, but such models are in 

the long run counterproductive. They permit the formation of vested 

interests a.nd do not allow for equitabfe income distribution at the 

nationaf level. and at the international I’evel they merely reinforce the 

ex.istjng global exploitative’re,fationships. i 
* 



‘The conventional economic-growth and distribution models. based tn 

.~ -both o.riginaf and reformed versions on strong,central control and input 

@f capita!-\nten$jve technologies. are primarily responsibfe for the pre- 
r 

‘sent situation in’which the obstruction of social developrrt&nt by vested 

interests is already institutionalized. 
‘“.. f 

Acceferabng migration to the urdan centres. depletron of the labour 

force in the rural areas, t.he promotion of a tgchno-bureaucratic elite 

enjoying high consumphon of foreign good.2 and a vrrtual monopoly of 

social services. explosive expansion in squatter areas for the urban . 

louver class. soaring child-mortality rates, traumatiosufferrng and 

apathy m the masses-all are familiar symptoms of the sickness of 

Third World societies. Frantic urban development efforts take us nd- 

.wt-te.re. In this srtuation the key to overall soc*ial development is in the 

rural areas. 1 

a 
I 

$.: 

ji - 
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If-it fails .to function,on the basis of capital-intensive inputs-and there 

are con&rai,nts to the increase of such inputs-the e,conomic model 

can only be made towork through a labour-intensive effort. This is wh,at 

is meant by the expression, ‘Another Development’. Empirically then 

-the other method of accumulation available is the mobilization of the 

masses. This method has demonstrated its viability in a number of 

countrieswhere the resource/man ratio is optimal for the purpose. 

Massive mobilization of human resources and utilization of surplus 

labour can achieve superior rates of accumulation, particularly if they 

*are also linked.to greater restraint in consumption. However, the man- 

‘agement of such an input is dependent on a refined and efficiently 

functioning social-communication system. ~ 
5, 
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Another Development is an approach to development that IS totally 

man-centred. The objective of development IS man and the means by 

which the objective can be achieved are the qualrtres of man function- a’ 
rng In the mass and in the environment. The essentrally communrcatrve . 

nature of thrs approach is evident. Once the prrncrple of Another Devel- c ,J 

opment IS adopted. the problem becomes one of aoqulrrng better op- 

erational understandrng of the concepts from the pornt of vrew.of the 

partrcular natronal sttuatron. 

. z ;* 

Mass labour depends on a method for rnducrng group structuring and‘, 

mass democracy and for creating and maintainrng suttable rnstrtutronal’ 

and managerial functions. Appropriate technology IS linked to methods 

for the stimulation of innovativeness in the work situatron The concept 

of self-reliance unrtes these elements and IS in itself an approach to- 

maxrmal utrlrzatron of national human and material resources. 

r. 

P 
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The next step IS to, identify the various structural characteristics of 

society in which the vested interests manifest themselves. They ep- 

“a resent a multidimensional set of relationships for the oppression f the 

mass, the mass being defined as thos& who have no power derived from 

possession of resources or from soqial and cultural prerogatlives.‘As 

has’been implied earlier, the city dweller and the urban worker oppress 

the villager and the peasant, the landowner the landless, the educated 

the manual laboureri, and the adults the young, and they all oppress the 

woman and indeed, as a consequence of thisshe oppresses herself! 

What are the char&teristics of oppression in Papua New Guinea? 

This mechanism of.oppression is shrouded in cultural taboos and 

traditions. Development of mass consciousness depends o”n its demys- 

tification. The first task of the leadership is to expose the mass to -: , 

collective experiences through which it c& recognize th,e social reality 

and its own creative potential and power to change that reality. . . 
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What is important in social change is not so much the structural 

outcome of change as the process of changing. Peopie must them- 

selves cillectively examine the problem. discuss a solution and im- 

plement the change. In this process of evolving mass democracy, there 

are three different situations for the leadership to identify. ’ 

Ii development of mass consciousness is ahead of changes in the social 

environment. a sitaation of frustration and potential violence exists 

because the expectations cannot be’met. The early introduction of 

uncontrolled mass media can create this situation. If changes made in 

the social environment are ahead of the mass consciousness, the situa- 

tion is one of a communication gap. The leadership’s problem is to 

maintain in balanced motion the interaction between rncrea,ses in’ 

consciousness and action initiatives. il . -. 



How then can a leadership genuinely represent the mass? Ho 

c- 

can the 

creative potential of the mass be released in the thinking of the *ader- 

ship itself? How can the mass initiativ.e,be triggered to break through 

the apathy uf the elitist bureaucratic d.ominance? How can vest%d 

.interests beeliminated? The first step is to circumvent the bureaucracy 

by identifying in the mass members who can function as animators. 

Lessons from successful development efforts demonstrate that they do d 
e&t. Their task is not to be above but to be pa&t of the group. animating 

its activities, coaching:it towards self-recognition and s&If-realization. 

These members must be motivated by personal involvement and, 

indeed. share a value system which combines humility and sensitivity 

with the commitment to personal example. 

I 
, 

This cadre of animat&s provides the. vital channel! of communication 



The second and sometimes parallk‘j step is to break up the elttist net- 

work which IS distorting’and div&tiDg the flow of communication be- 

tween the leadership and the people. The bureaucratrc. technocratic, 

academic and capitalist subcultures are producing behavroural-norm 

systems. and thereby vested interests. whTch can only be modified 

‘ through contact with the mass. They nevertheless alSo represent tech- 

nical know-how. vocational skulls and knowledge. which can be useful 

to the mass Their role is to particrpate In the actions of the mass. 

iearning through self-experience. and to contribute wrth their knowl- 

edge to the development.of Irtera,cy. appropriate tqhnoiogy and.what- 

ever is needed. Mass democracy cannot be realized wrthout thei-r-parti- 

cipation. P 
;. ;. - 
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The group, the commune, the cell or,whatever name it is given, is 

focused on qeating the collective spirit among its members. The group 

produces i’& own norms of behaviour withi%the bigger frame of refe- 

rences. Self-*reliance is the prime mode of the group. There is only one 1,) 
way of doing things and that is the hard way, without any help from 

outside: Therefore, fostering group spirit means that government must 

abolish.paternalistic projects and financial support. As-in group-thera- 

py the purpose of the interaction is to make the group member see ..I 

himself as exactly that and to make.him or ‘! ,i J 

of infantile self-interest to a stage ‘,) ’ ’ 

contribute to the decision-making and 

the individual must be made the 

to encouragement or criticism and.attempt self-analysis.. Th”e group is a , 

furnace for’vested interests. 
> 1 
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‘The group is by no means totally resiitant to degeneration. Di-ret: or 

hierarchical~dominance relationships with associated vested interests 

can easily develop. Essentially it happens when the interests of the 

individu$..get cut of balance with the interests of the collective. This _ 

retrogressive phen&eno.n~s&ts in the process of decision-making ! 
when the group introduces values in its normative system which favour 

the individual at the expense of the group, $s, in the proviSion of “. 

economic work-incentives or extra land allocation. The tdtally,healthy : 

collective is probably an ideal. If it is imposed, it creates aiienation. If it 

does R 
5 

Ther c 

t provide a structure for identification it is soon dissipated. * 

‘- no single model. The process of creating group solidarity is a 

continuing le%rning experience for each individual. How can an opera- 

tionaf control be provided? “>, > 
I 

_) 
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The iAeaf.co.llective-or group cluster is a system’of &a&d inte 

which communication fl,ows freely. Sihce &a& interests are 

channels of commu‘nicatCon, it is desirable that society should. hav 

operatipnal contact with those interests that are the most decisive for 

its own progress. What I.am saying is that this knowledge of ttie corn- 

municative nature of society can be used in structuring soei’ety..Mass 

I 

democracy is the sharing, of interests structured.in a systematic $ro- 

,! 

j 

cess. The forums arethe gioup meetings and-the mass’meetings, At ,’ 
grass-roots level the is accountable tothe group-and the ,I 

group is accountable larger group cluster orcollecti$e. The .I, 

bl’oodstream is the in field and fadtory; the,heartbeat’is the 

regular meeting at which/rt ij: checked and.given new momentum.i:The -’ - 

meetingrevie.ws all the takenin thelight of what it considers ” ‘,y 

shared interests’and them if necessary. 
. 



At the focal level, ma&‘meetln s’car-i be kept coR&ive enough to be ’ 
P ---tieeningfuf. At the province or national level, the process of-keeping the 

channels of shared inferests open becomes more complicated. A few 

hundred peop,le can maintain a relevant discussion. Thousands of 

people gathefed together cannot. The election of representatives. be- 

comes neceeiary and the seeds of the g,rowth of elitism and vested 

interests are’immediately sown. It is the illusion of the western democ- 

racies that an elected representative totadly shares interests w_ith his 

electorate. in afl its varied manifestations>emocratic freedam has so 

far,mostfy meant t,Jre freedom to have vested interests andtihe achieve- 

ment of western democracy has meant a tolerable balance between 

such interests. 

Ultimately democracy cannot exist withbut inspired leadership, but it 

must be the kind of leadership that has brought the collective~intelli- .’ 
gence and theczreative potential of the ‘mass into its process of deci- . 

..;..‘l:,:L., ..: . _ sion. Institutions are necessary bec~use..,the~~ou~~‘~~f~rm~~:~~n.sto~- 

age and contact in space-ard time: but’it i$ j’mperative to develop the 

--ystam-of-governme_n.t-,?ow~rds -what can be&called a rapid and perma- . 

nent HlERARCHlCAL CIRCULATION.~ThFiKdiuido-al-is-acombination of’ 

limitations. Td re.plaaB one governing elite with another cannot, there- 

1\ / \I &‘“.i..~ i’ 
fore, improve the deci&on-making. But the potential of the mass is I 

&&& \’ I ‘ ” <*@,a : un tk 
i,“\: i’ 

stricted. Hence the mass must be brought into the governing 
r *\\B 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
tutions:‘The permanence of rapid hierarchical circulation will balance. .’ 

&&: -:*a &4.~ i: the limitations of each individual with the communicative superiority of 

the mass. The ultimate goal is to bring all decisions into line,,with the 

wishes of the mtiss.‘This tybe of COMMUNO’CRATIC GOVERNMENT A 
can increase substantially the probability that man’s potential is fulfil 

in society. i* 
P 
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The mass needs institutions.for storage and retrieval of information. 

The problem,at a given point in time when’s social development effort 

starts, is thatthe information combination of the institution in terms of 

the decision-making-process ex.iats belore the combjnation of the 

wishes of the mass. It is nbt possible to achieve an absolute idenhty, but 

achieving a relative or optimal identity between the combinations is 

essentially a matter of narrowing a time gap. There are three remedies: 

first, tf?‘6 rapid rotation of individuals; second, the direct-contact link 

between the leadership and the mass, and the cadres of field anima- 

tors-both of which have been stressed before-and third, a policy of 

continuous intervention or action probing. This approach is well known 

in modern mass-communication theory and practice. Sometimes it is 

calfed a ‘test run’. ’ ‘i 

I. I 

‘. I 

TheBTtion probe goes beyond the st&nd$rd social analysis of knowl- 

edge levels, attitudes and behavioura/-p&terns and into the dynam(&gf 

the social process. Its principle is to expose the mass to ~~commu.ni&- -- 

tive experience through a defined stimulus;a message o-r an action, to 

measure and analyse reactions of the mass, to modify the action 

according to the new criteria developed and finally to expose the mass 

to a renewed, modified action in a continuous: jnteraction.. 

_’ 

The process of social development must start somewhere. A sincere ’ ” 

leadership, committed to fheiprincipfes of massdemocracy, will with a I 

basis in available informationqgnd to the bestof its ability take a deci- 

sion on an action, implement itthrough the channels of communication : ” 

it contr 

modify 

ship wi 

*ols,observe the signals of the mass and ultim&ely“reflect and 

in’accordance with’ the wishes of the mass. An inspi‘red leader- 
. :. 

.; 
II provide momentum in this’continuous process. ; 

I 
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What is, more specifically, the role of appropriate technology in such a 

frar& of reference? The components are mass-labour, self-reliance, 

appropriate technology and the principles of,the communicative mass 

democracy.,The basic assumption is, moreover, that the process of 

overall social development must start in the rural areas. 

Against this background it can be understood tharappropriate tech- 

nolo$y is not a panacea for development but just one of a number of 

equally important and interrelated inputs in the development prbcess. 

In general terms one can say that the purpose of appropriate tech- 

nology is to improve the quality of Cfe in rural areas. The co&ept _^ 

becomes, however, considerably more operational if we assign to it the 

more specific task of improving production in rural areas, i.e. agricul- 

ture. From this standpoint, appropriate technology is roughly synony- 

mous with the mechanization of rural production. Under this label it is 

historically and empirically well known and its role can d’e fairly well 

defined. 

If the advocates of th‘e concept of app,ropriate?ekhhology inff&te it by .’ 

includjng everything, it will’achieve nothing’. It‘r’hay be’usefu.l to exam- 

ine it from various viewpoints, Assuming that in the course of sobio- . 

economic development there is a; continuum from a labour-intens’ive , 

to a capital-inten?jve technology, a school of th-ought uses the label _a z1 

‘intermediate technology’ for the type of low-cost tools and equipment 

applied in the ‘intermediate’ sta$es. Appropriate technology is a label 
..j 

reMring to what is best suited for produ&&n under the lqcal circum; 

; 

stances. If’a continuum of earthmoving equippen’t is basl&t-Feel- 
i 

barrow7horsecart40rry-heavy-dut) ‘earth’niover’, a’wheel’ j 

barrow and a horsecart a& intermedi$e technologies, but if steep 

slopes do not permit hc#se-drawn- equjpment, the wh?elbarrow br : 

maybe even th2 bast,FtIs appropriate technqlogy. 

P 
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Those who consider recommendations on appropriate technology In 

various ru’ral work situatrons should probably beardn mind that Its . 

uliimate purpose I$ to help the farmer or jabourer ve from a subsis- 

tence fevej to a level of capital accumulatron. In 0 words the ques- 

‘. . tlofi IS HOW MUCH SURPLUS DOES,IT CREATE? The effect of an 

appropriate techtiology IS limited to the surplus It can generate Against 

thrs background it can’hardly be doubted that there appearsqo be a 

general need for appropr@Ie technology, but the policy drscugsrons on 

the &sue often confuse this general need with the special need Even If 

there IS a general need. there may not b’e a specral need for a tech- 
-.. 

noiogy The latter IS relative to the degree of appropriateness. as objec- 

~.&ely assessed for example by measu’rement of work performance In 

‘stuatlon A or B There are also !he ‘felt needs’. The Individual farmer 

may for a r?u’mber of personal’reasons simply feel that the new plough IS 

or IS not appropriate. A governhent which has a policy,,of Another 

Development may feel that a technology is not approprlz$Ie because It IS 

not f,rienhty to the environment r ’ i 

: 
i . . . 6. 

The value system under which an appropriate-technoloy input is go- 

rng to function is therefore clearly decisive for a judgement about its 

approp,riateness. Let us, however, suppose that social development is’ 

synonymous with economic development and that our objective is 

rapid economic growth. The relitionship between a capital-intensive 

and a labouXr,;intensive technology needs further consideration. Politi- 

cal decisions must be made as to what and how much society wants. 

from an input of appropriate t!achnology. A labour-intensive technology - 

cannot totally substitute for a capital-intensive technology. T$e prob- 

lem is, in a national context, to define the areas of production in which a 

substitution-is possible and desirable. A likely combination is, for ex- 

ample, a capital-intensive core technology, e.g. an iron and steel works, 

combined with small, labour-intensive.vil[age workshops for, the pro- ’ 

duction of tools and training of blacksmiths: A> overal?national plan 

is needed. > i’ 



UncrrtiGal diffusion of appropriate-technology models at village level 

may however do more harm than good There IS need for a structured 

dlstributlve communlcattve process The purpose IS not only to In- 

crease agricultural productIon but also to reduce urban mlgratlon by 

!rrcreasng imployment In the countrysrde. There are clear lines from 

the concept of appropriate technology via the concept of agricult6ral 

mechanization to a comprehensive policy of rural lndustrlallzation ;n 

terms of small industry 

ProductIon and maintenance of even a very simple appropriate 

technology calls for a division of labour In the process In terms of 

productivity the rationale IS. then, self-reliant small lndustrles based CQ 

local resources but with the national supportive system that IS necersa- 

ry The lccai blacksmith IS ai Indispensable speclallst on whom the 

lecal group of farmers WIII depend for repair of their equipment Both 

the blacksmith and the farmers will depend on a larger mechanical 

workshop at the province level with more sophisticated equipment for 

production repair and supply And this unit IS In turn dependent on a 

naticnal steel Industry or supply service In practice Interaction will 

develop very quickly both horizontally and vertrcally In the network 

* . 

Such a blrd’s-eye view of a national dlstribuIion and maintenance 

network,for appropriate technology at the physical level vividly illust- 

rates that,it is a technology for the mass and notably for a mass which 

has little or no experience in handling it, otherwise the need for distri- 

bution would not be there. Distribution of appropriate technology is in 

other words also a question of mass educatid’?, or diffusion of innova- 

tions as it would be called by some communication scholars. These 

scholars postulate that an individual passes through four cognitive and 

behavioural stages before deciding to adopt G’reject an innovation (17. 

18. 19) 

Awareness: when the individual learns abot.$X for the first time: ’ 

Interest: when the individual is stimulated enqugh to search for detailed 

information aboLt X; 

Evaluation; when ihe individual assesses the viability of using X in 

terms of his own needs and values; 

Trial: when the individual actually tests X to ensure that it is worth while. 

There is a substantial and interesting body of documentation from the 

school of research which has developed in thisparticular field, whit? 

the reader may refer to in the literature list. 



T?? definition of approprrate technology.as the technology bvhlch IS 

b+st s~!ei! under the local circumstances indeed makes those clr- 

ctimstances as important tn the context as the technology Itself The 

spwa! and felt needs for q technology are 20 closely related to these 

;cai <lImatic geographical physical and cultural circumstances that 

~&~s ma.)/ ask ahether It IS prob‘able that any technolilgy Introduced from 

the :utside can be appropriate at all Maybe the ultimate crlterlon for 

;iocr- 4rGareness IS found In the technology which has arrsen sponta- 

nei’~si: ;n !h? iocal sltuatlon 2~s a result of meaningful interactjon 

b?!~esn -i;~!c sapiens and his environment This adds another dlmen 
s I 2 m, ; .: + .le oi?t!on thataapBprc7prlalt7 technology IS a mattt’r of mass 

\ “<7’ -2, .c _%. ?@b: atIon 

What are we trying to do.when we introduce approprrate technology as 

a vehrcle for development? Are we trying to ‘sell’ HARDWARE A or B? 
’ 

Or are we tryrng to com’municate the IDEA that there may be alternattve 

ways of doing thongs. such as 4 and B? Or are we doing neither. but ’ 
rather trying to communicate tiNOWLEDGE for solving problems? Or IS 

It perhaps an ABILITY to analyse and evaluate technical problems and 

frnd solutrons for them that we are tryrng to communicate? Might one 

say that behind it all we are actually trying to communicate an ATTI- 

TUDE to lrfe under difficult conditions, namely SELF-RELIANCE? So, 

ftnally:~s It BEHA-VIOURAL CHANGE that it’s all about? 
D 

‘* 

If that IS the case. communication.of appropriate technology is a consi- 

derably more complex thing.to plan and implement far a government 

than ‘drStrrbutrng small hardware in-the countryside. 

17 ,r ,. 
\ I 



Drasii< Xucailonal reform becomes imperative rn any 5-i’i.pty which 

sets An~.?[~?r Development as Its goal The prevalllng s\istt’rn must be 

meas;rz 7 L b.~ rbe attitudes and vested Interests it prcduc-es ranging 

‘rem as?‘;=.:-academlG ambltlons to scorn for manual labour and rural 

life Tn; -71acie-class mind poses a re-education problem of Its own It 

+I as a j. s -, s,~all role to play 111 the rural anlmatlon proct’ss the whole 
dea 2’ ,t,- ,I- ,s a self-reliant (somt~tImrs self-sacrlftclnq: crt’atlve and 

Crcbl+,-.< -26 __ I I~Q approach to Ilft>- 

T h 2 ,:ac’cs :: rtirai animators that ‘are so crucial to thtl !t‘adershlp can 

;’ rl / \ > i Xu:a:?d at the point cf actri>n The ne?twc!rk fzf pri7vlnctal and 

1, al;age A:~YV-.JZS ‘c\r appropriate technology must also_> btl made part 
,> i a r7 i- .,‘, +zJS:ai:i‘Qal system that dcbelops vocatlanal sh !Is and Ieader- 

5 ” / L” a p I : 2 5 3’.-. ldt>s employment and generates the gr:‘dcictlon sur- 
3 1 J s : >- ,*, - ; n al’ ‘uture devel~~prnt~nt dt>pends (10) 

86 

The role of any technology, capital- or labour-lnten,slve. IS lrmlted to the 

surplus It generates Yet, when a country’s economy continues to grow, 

It IS mainly because that country’s technology continues to’develop. 

New ways of applying existing technologies and the Invention ot entire- 

ly new technologies are continuously Increasing productivity. The core 

In any processof economic development is in other words CFLEATIVITY 

or INNOVATIVENESS and the ultimate objective of attempts to commu- 

nicate the notlons of appropriate technology is to stimulate such abili- 

ties If this perspec Ive IS considered valid it evidently has drastic Impli- P 

cations on HOW the leadership conducts the communication policy. 
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The question is. then, under which physical and psychokkjcal condi-- 

tions is man’s creativity best stimulated7 Some interesting observation$ 

can be made in industrialized countries with their h,ighly capital- 

inte&ive technologies. Results in terms of new research discoveries or 

technological innovations are largely a matterpf resource allocation 

decided by industrial’or social priorities. When huge capital -resources 

are poured into a narrow area of research a&echnological deveJ- 

opment over a long beriod of time the results are bound to come. ‘&ghJy ’ 

skirted and paid brains, offen gathered. in ‘think-tanks’, are the core of 

this sysi-tK% pro&s is a continuous ifitefplay between creative 

idea. hypothesis and empirical assessment. It works with enormous- L 

redundancy. Only a tiny fract,ion of the output of ideas and innovations 

survive and contrib%ute:directly to increased productivity. It is a chance 

process, a matter of the lucky combination coming together in the brafn 

cells. wh&eby spontaneous creativity independent of the capital input 

ma? afso arise and produce important innovations. R 

concerned with increasing the pr bability fur the lucky comb,ination to - 

come together. This, again, im’pli 

-y 

which allows‘for a ‘free 

flow’ of information bits or ideas,’ 

’ .: 

1 innovations are made by the 

comXpanies, by th.eir trade 

which operate under the principle f freedom of research and invest- 

meat-and whichthr-rrughresourc-e- -pi____ 
-process towa@areas they 
iracy, which represe& a’ 

the process. 
.i 

tiveness is extinguished. 
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‘mVmi%%?atees c!e%ly th&th&:alternative modelys development n 
1 ; ‘I i 

I. ,i .\_L+..l. -- -, ,) ,~i-;‘~,‘;~, “’ * i 

based on labour-intensive technotogy and that this appropriate tech- 
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nology itself must be mass-based. It can arise only from the creative 
ii \ ~,,- : ;;,. :* : .! ._ \ ~ pi .: :_= .“ i .,:_. “c;-i,$i$ ++:.: : ,? _ : Jo $~.\‘-* : I .; ‘” ” ec ,‘:i ! 
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’ potential of the mass itself and it can therefore Contribute to devel- -I _ .,* a_ “2,. ‘. .,-_ 
-“’ .‘. _ f & X,~ -‘;( +., 

!‘:I e’ \\ .->~:;;*y _ hj d ‘:I _/\ :, .,’ . . .~..-l / ‘* _\/. ‘, A<*~~~:- ,, a”-.&-. ~, __ 

opmeot only through the total mobitizationof the mass. The advocates 7: 
.* ,__L.l-...&+..L- -. .--..1 < .ii \-: ; . _. 

of appropriate technology have not themselves been particularly inno- 
,/.- 

vat&. Technologies are too topical and conspicuous. Demonstrations 
I , .i 

+ __, 
._ “_~ _ >: 

of technological function a,Wcertainly valuable as action probes, but 

. ._ 
\\, “’ 6 ,*,,; 2, 

* ,p .t, .,-” ., \ “L” ,-* 
./ 
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they have merely a minor role to play in an innovative process’that can -~-- _ 
_ -_ __~_~ ..~_ -....;.. ._ 2 ̂ . ;.--‘; -;--f -..-.. .-;-~- ~-; ;.-~y->~.‘:^ 
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only be triggered through massive and structured political movement. 
: ‘1 \ .* r , ~I‘ --\ .‘:,~,:“, ~ _ . ..!.~l * : 
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The managerid aspects of a mass campaign are today surrhountable. ( 
i 

Y I 

MoreX~ge is needed on the-communkative method by.whj.ch..the -_ ___-_ l 

mass can mobilize itself. Perhaps we sho”uld.examine not only the 1 .I i : : 

- - --func-tion-gf--the-s~hool,-but.also_the.function of the animation 67 Iead,n- ‘I 

ing process. The group is thetimechan5ism through w’hich the mass j 

~Leas~-i3s-~-r~pQteniiaL~is. not-the case that learning --a___ - .-~ 
leads to cfevelopment of the individual, rather that the development ot 

_ ~,-- ---,--w--.--_s----~ 

the.indiv.$ual as a group me.mber makes je2arning possible. 

‘,I.: 
knows thatZ,j,he word is the beginning. Words 

are signals for experiences.’ Some,kords are signals fog shared interi 

s. Through the dialogue there emerges’s common unders+nd-ing!of ,;,. *, 

SoClal reality and~~ihegroup”sinte~~~isin it.Through,understand- : 
.--- - --.. ~~ 

,‘decisions emerge~on creative a’ciions torcha’nge thaa.i~~~ity-a~-;i~i”’ _ 

‘. through decisions motivation emerges’to carry the changes throhgh.1” I “ 
,P 

,;a!: 
_ . ..‘. 

‘. ., I 
?T 

1 , 



Are the ThirdWorld countries in search‘ of a new system of govern- 

I ment? Are they seeking for a national leadership that c&n neutralize the 

vested interests and m‘erge them in combinations of shared interests 

through which communication can freely flow? Is the purpose of devel- 

opment the realization of the creative potential of some man or of all o 
men? The answers, of course, lie at the point where scientific observa- 

tion becomes political b,elief. 
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If a thing. an object, a plant or whatever has no use, it has no name 

either. In my experience this feature seems to be.$ommon for tribal 

larrguages and village communities in subsistence economies all’over, 

the world. It says something about man’s rational approach to his daily 

A’ practical life in spite of the fact that it is so interwoven with his spiritual 

life. Th’e word is the beginning. 

When the.farmer tills his land and the woman hoes her garden, they are 

not doing j,ust that, they are really performing sacred acts. People’s 

tanguage and attitude to talk and the use of words and names reflect 

fact. this 

built on the invention of the n,egatibn -stone/not stone-and its logical 

irrefutabilify. tt introduces the time factor in, the lang&ge: ti stone . X. ” 

cannot be ti stone and no.t asta,ne et the samk time. If ,we insist that it.is, ., )’ 

w,e introduce a pontradiction irrthe system and our,logicai world col- 
9 likes. 7 ’ _ I-- . . - 

‘-W---. 
* I, I 1 

f& tanguage and my thought reveal my-limitations in understanding 
I 1 ./’ 

1 

?his phenomenon by the very way I have expressed myself so far. I am .;he-whole of computer’science is.b& 

, , 

. . . . 

I I 

d d 

. . 
‘ha. *’ ‘ha. *’ 

+ + 

> > 
h. h. 

D ’ 8 D ’ 8 
I - I, I - I, 

. . . . . . 

1 ‘.j: 1 ‘.j: 

thing itself. Thatis why he treats wor&sand thingsmith much greater _,, , ( 1 thing itself. Thatis why he treats wor&sand thingsmith much greater _,, , ( 1 

reverence than a’man from an industrialized country. reverence than a’man from an industrialized country. 
I I 

I I ” ., ” ., 1’ 1’ 
Western languages and cultures.are ilt up on the ‘two-ness’ of the 3 

world, the abstraction, the dichotom he cgncept-ofJh$ogical uni- a. 

verse: .either this is a-stone or it is no? a stone arid if~it is not a-stone it is 

all, the rest of the world except the’stone. Our sci&cze an&ridysJry are ’ ’ 

habiiuaf4y resorting to a practical-spiritual dichotomy in order to,ex- The perception of’gassago of time/sim 

,plairi what (mean, whereas the .phenomenon-the farmer’s perception /I t&e concept of cauqA33nne 

and experienc+is that of ‘one-tiess’. His reality is not divided into U&J& by certairfctues, for e 

some thinos that are spiritual or sacred and gome that are prac’ tical or 

’ 

-. 

profane If-you ask me how I know that I &an only answer that.1 sense it. 

‘&muJtane/tyis exp,ressed by words like and, also, etc. 

* c ’ ’ , ’ I’ 

/ ; ., 
I.. 

!‘. 
\,F?? 

2 

The villager lives in a here-and-now world. His perce’ptions are con- 

thaiAsuch concepts often.do not.exis\in tribal. ;‘i.. ‘, .X 

i 

mete. There is no difference b&tween the name of the thing and the 

is again very rtitional; there is.00 use,or need for’ 
“r 

,. ,I .v I 
,* > _.‘ 1 

does nofusually think i,n’c$Jstl relatiqn-. 
- <.., I 

‘. 
,922 * ‘, , / 

:: if. 
;F . . i ; ,.;,- ----& 
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ships. although he cari ie;y quickly learn to dqgo. JVhen you perceive 
the w@d as a state of ‘onejness:, the only’ratidnal way’of explaining 
gents is by way of’similarity. The notion is that obje&s or events which 
appear similar are connected. Th,is typ+-of belie{ is expressed for ex- 

“-a.&pJe in some of the behavioural taboos&pressed cpltoquially in 
village’csmmunities: Women should not eat birds. If they.do they will go 
from husband tochusband like birds from tree to tree. If children eat, 
eggs they will becorn.? bald as Adults. And so’,on. 

Once the premiss is understoqd, this is-a.very rational way of th’inkr 
ing. We.should be v&y car$uI not to use the word ‘magic’Jn a dero- 
g.atory sense. Howe&. kxperience will probably in the long run confirm 
{ha’t thisappro.ach do&s not have very g‘ood effects in n$‘s attembts to ..~.__~ - .~~~ -~..-~ ~. ~. 
control his sf+ality and the supernatural. There my language traRg me . 

again! There is nothing supernatural in the illiteratevillager’s world of 
ss’. ihe spirits are as real as the rocks and ihe tre&. This way, of 

per&iving reality should not be called primitive, nor’is it infeiior. 70 ’ 
have no Derceotion of the ‘bne-nes’s’ of the w&Id is not a ostichologic~l 
ad&ntaoe. It is ti traaic loss.*a orice which the kestern civil&tions jl - 
have had to p&./The 

i 
invention’$f the dichotomyand the rr”egation wa,s 

’ th$%asis dQr v&t we usually call progress. To make the ‘two-ness’ of 
,: 

the worM be8aradle, t*;e“also had to in)lent eternity. That conbept resur- 
recks the ‘one-ness’ of the world. 

. 

/- * 
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Of course. the spirits are there. The ‘one-ness’ of the ,woild gives man , 
,> 
/ : 

too the beautiful opportunity for creative expre.ssion in it. 
.,t.\ I ‘_ I F1 
1 People who have ‘worked much in vill.ag‘& may have made the &me 

observations as have done that illiterate people have very good mem-’ 

\ 

* ” 

ories. Stories are retold in the most ininute detail. Unbelievably compli- 
I ‘, I 

cated work instructions are understood and followed immediately. that 
i .\ \ is, if there are no particular motivations for forgetting sdmething. Old 

people excel at remembering the event which happened two rain sea- 1 
: _ 

’ ‘,: sons after the volcano eruption, etc. 

P 
‘) “_ 

Obviously people develop thiskind of ability.when there is no written, 

language available for information storage. The whole culture’isbase’b 

: 

on oral tradition. This ib why the old people are so powerfu.1. Theirs is. ’ 
the knowledge of the kinship rules that govern behaviour, of the . ? .h 
.beer-brewing, the-gardening and the bush lore, and they know it. You 

ha6 to listen to‘them if you want to survive in the vi,llage community. - 

Together with this huge memory potential goes, iln my experieit,de,‘a..-“. ” 

particular ability to visualize objects and events. Most of us can close 

our eyes and ‘see’ at will peoplfe, friends or whomever, obje 

L 

_ ..__~ . ..-.. 
i. 

Icts, events, 
on the-back of our eyelid’s, so$ qf. Just as we sometimes j&e’ in a L (a --I‘.. c- ^, ,t. ?-.- . -. 

iich goes beyond th’/s&d’they~~~~’ u 

leir eyelids; but with ./l’ 
e dream. Some people have an ability wt 
f? - can ‘see’gersons or objects not on the back of tt - ,-L 

open eyes projected into the reality in front of-them,The phenomenon i ~~- 
id a-brain-function and is well known t )y psychologists under? the name ’ ’ 
‘eidetic ability’. In my observation many illiterate village people have ’ 

retained that particular ability. With increasing literacy and pictorial 

stimulation, this highly creative ability disappears I am convinced that 
\ 

I 
there are Spirits in the villages and th& are perceptually as reil as 

anything else. 
0 .’ 

3. 

;; - 



Thereader may not agree $h me, but I believe, that our understanding 

_ of such fundamental questions has strong bearing on our ability to 

communicate appropriate technology. It points far beyond the standard 
T 

0 1 
:- 

procedure for physical demonstration of the function of the technology 

and indicates that devetopment of concepts, or rather. change-of con- 

cepts is the ultimate issue. Whether such a change of concepts can 

-- come a~bout through an agent like appropriate technology or whether it 

requires a more comprehensive approach is partly an empirical pro- 

cess. part& a matter of political belief. , 

“-7 ,. 

- 
&ience and technology. however simple, are buitt on concepts like 

causal connexion. the laws of nature, the negation, etc. and can only be 

understood through the process of acquiring these concepts. 
.’ I - 

If the instructor says. ‘These bricks are cracked because the fire in the 

kiln was uneven’. or ‘This hydraulic-rad,pump does not work because P 
the water ilow is too small’, or ‘It is easier.to press the paim”oil out when 

the nuts are cooked and mashed first’, it is likely to be understood not 

as a catisal conflexion.Fbecause, when. etc., but as a simultaneity in 

time.-and. For example?.This hydraulic-ram. $ump does not wark and 

the water flow is smafl’. 1 . 
, 

I. am not saying that people are not capable of understanding;: I: am just 

trying to expfain communication problems. If the cause/effect 1s close _, 
in time and it’ is possible to explain and demonstrate it concret& 

people are quick to take to the practical implications of it. If the cause/ 

effect is not dose in time and cannot be demonstrated visibly, jhe 

r has Lo turn hi.ssxYa-n-at-ion into the abst,@ct andjt beicomes 

MF&pfe to understand who do not yet command the ineces- 

sat-j concepts. And it becomes alm~~impossible when theekplination 

-~-~ e&a&s reference to ratios, percentag&_measuremants or qua~n-t’i~fica-~~ 

tion. a type of information which cannot be stored and processe&$ 

without certain conceljtual toofs that the illiterate does nqt yet .6-&e.. 

“Techbological innovations and ideas very often.~/nv&lve use of su&h ,1eO 

references and appropriate technologies are not totally exempt \ 
from khem. 

__m.-d--- 
^ : 
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There is in this situation, in effect, a communication gap. But w-hy 

should we expect the illiterate village; to adjust to the way of thinkkzjng of 

the educated man? Whyshould he alter his perceptions of the world in 

ord’er to understand ‘us’? Is there nothing for us to learn from him? Is i , 
development a one-sided process of duplication? Or could it be a ,, ’ 

process in which both cultural parties achieve a better and richer 

quality of life? It is perfectly possible for an educated man,to adjust to 3 

the concepts used by the illiterate villager, but0 he has to study them. I p., 

In many villages they do not use measures, tiecause people’s’ life style is -+ 
% such that they have no need for it. In other villages people may measure . . 

the size of houses, fields,or gardens in ‘paces’,.;which are sometimes . I, 
cyalled’feei’-The area is measured not by multiplication but by ad.dition ’ 

1 y--s 
-of theiength and the width, which is a very practical way of deciding the ‘9 , 

i size oDan area. The fact that the height owe house is lacking does not 

.~ ‘-’ - disturb anybody since there are most often ,cle& limitations as to how, 

I 

high a house can be built in a village. Howe&, if the technical expert 

does not mistake the expression ‘foot’ for the English foot, he will be ‘, 7 “ .’ .‘- 
disenchanted by the fact that ak’pace’ is not a fixed standard measure. It 

will vary with the man who i& doing the pacing,. In villages I lived in in 

Zambia, people were perfectly happy with th.at, because they knew’ 

i: 

the man. the man. . . 
.! .! 

Maybe things are not so different in Papua New Gui&an villages? Is Maybe things are not so different in Papua New Gui&an villages? Is 

.t .t 

anybody trying to find out? anybody trying to find out? 
,- ,- 

* ;r J ., ,,.’ i 
. i_ .+ 

-, 
:;*- \, -I \ T\ ” ” n 
,a: d *\_. Another interesting thing is the time concept. There is something we 

could call ‘village time’. It is not measured in hours:r$nutes 

ends, but in seasons and moons. Pa;ople rise and g 

andSassess the passing of time~by judging the pos 

they have very often a refinec&ense for t’ 



./_’ _) 
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Nutrition and teihnology connected with proce&g..preservation and 

‘prepa?ation of f2od’have been considered part of the appropriate- As 

technology programme. The time concept,!.?, used in recipes and in 

measurement of the readiness of, for example, a cooked, baked or 

smqked food item. But it is not sixty minutes which makes the bread 

’ I ready: it iS the ba’king. If cook’ing habits are to be changed, one must 

first change the concept of readiness. So, the first question is:‘what is’ 
-. 

the present concept of readiness for a particular food item among th,e 

_ ” women .of ahis village? - : .S+$ e, :’ . B 

Here i shall notgo jnto the comm’unication problems that are likely to 

occur when dealing.&th *eight. volume, blue-print drawings or photo- 

~ gra$hsbut just sm$asize.-ihat,in my e 

’ g., cate-@en the simplest technical 

flrience attempts to communi- 
ea In the village are likely to bring 

.2b?=Fi-:~. 
aboLrt reactions that are unexp cted and surprising to the commurlica- 

f9 
’ .1 

7 ,... 
. ., . .’ ’ _ - .‘. >--I. .:-&: 

,-s. _i_. i,.-- 1 . -..:,To~~--f nese provide the crucial L 
:r 

Tments torselt-assessment during 

1‘ which the-communicator niay.or may not recognize that there is some- 

I thing wrong wi$hi~~or-he-[way of communication rather than Some- 

thing strange’in the villagers’ ‘Ga*of understanding the approach: 1 

It is vital for the success ofany,progr%%me attempting tp.communicate 

appropriate technology t.hat it should have an in-built system for conti- 

nuous assessment and evaluation. First, the task is to--Assess what kind 

of concep@exist in the villag/es relevant to the technology in question 

‘-‘. andhow they possibly can be modified, Se,cond, it is to assess ho& t.he ,. 

conceptsof ,the technology itself can be expressed in’modffied terms. It 

simply worksabetter if we continuously.talk the same language. Genuine 

transfer of t”echnical khowledge depend& on what I would tail ‘ap- L“ c 

propriate ;onceptualization’. . , .I 

* In many rural subsistence-food culture~all over the world the language 

has-the &me word for food as for the main stapie in the diet. I am told it 

is aJso.so in Papua New Guinea. The word for TAR0 and the word for- 

food are<the iarne thing! * 
. . \ . . - . .- 



Tonie Putter. who &as a teacher in the worksh-op’s agriculture course at .’ S 

Vudal,, gave an exciting story of th,e ‘magic’ of the t&o plant and, 
r ? indeed, also of the beautiful ‘one-ness’ qf the..world of the women Who’ 

-=\ ., 
raise rt. The taro.is attaCked by fungus diseases which spread from ’ - - *.’ 

s ’ plant t~@3 lant through water and contact. Observation con’filmed that -. -. 

one drop of water with fungus from a diseased leaf cgy)&pass over five b._ -, 

other leaves be-fore it reached the grbund.‘The chemic?&&aying solu- 
, tion is hardly an appropriate;method in’s subsistence horticulture, ; ‘. : ( ; _’ 

However. the disease can be controlled by other means, For example, by --;:--’ 

t if there is’land _ v 
T 

. pressure in the a ble means? ‘1.. 1,... 

isease-resistant 1 

one of them? (Ever 

I know I am walking a razor’s edge between an advance in knqwledge 

ti$d a retreat to romanticism. The experience of ‘o.ne-ness” Wh the I ‘- 
world is both inteClectual and intuitively e.motio,nal. In development ” . 

work the latter-should also have itsplace. Another Deveiopment is so. ~. .I 
far not much mdre~than %n attempt at establishing another set~of vatuesl 

l,_‘. . . . . . 
. . 

,,,Perhaps that aspect isunderstood better through a m;ore.sensitive ‘. .’ .’ I’ 
observationof and interaction with people’s creative expression, _ 1 ‘. 

. through the myriads of myths and legends and through thephysic.al art -. 1 
forms from painting and sculpture.to body decoration andd: 

I 

never been able to perceive that that world shoulc 

ward attitudes, misleadina thoughts anb evit spirits, but’s fc 
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should not really write the last word about it’, so I 

Pabuan. His name is Monkunu Kokare, (4) and thi 

about it: ^ . 
, 

‘Now that I have grownup, and tra\/elled,,,and begun to understand 

something about the wider world wh’ich surrounds us. I.&m starting +ZJ . I -‘.“.:. 

appreciate some aspects of my early years in my village, which (@id not . 

have the capactty to understan at the time. I did not understand these 

things because’I.did not even thi ik about them. but now I realize that 

4 

:,-. 

o,ne of the most significant asp9 ts of my early childhood was an 
@ ~- 

ccl’ 
overriding, all-surrounding sense of’security.Ql sometimes,think it is a” , ~-.: ..’ 

pity that we so often have to grow up and lose these things, before we. ” 

are really.able to appreciate them. I mean that, from e.arlies!t memory, n ‘, 

when I woke up 1.n he mornings, the first ttiing I would became aware of ,t - ‘1 _ 

was my father. still asleep o,n.the floor beside me. He was big and strong . -,s, i 

and warm, and I used to pull the blanket over.rny head and listen to his . 
breathing, along w’ith the bir sin the bush outside. Som&m-es, on ., . -- 

1 

; 

those mornings, I would hear 

had been raining during the 

he creekrunning very fast. Then I--knew Ct. --~I ! 
[ght;b.ut this did not haljben very often, 

_, 

because mestl) the heavy rai falls i’n the afternoon. B&+n~those ;, 

mornings I hould just lie th.e,re and listen td all the noises out&de in the’ 

, ,!. 

-~‘L 

bush-our bush, my bush. ’ ‘( 

‘Sometimes my mother-would already be:awake, and I could listen “. 

to her walking around very qtiietly,.murmu’ring to herself. I could~always 

tell Ghat o.art of the house she’yas in from the way the limb-u@ planks in 

the%& croaked. If she Gas downstairs in the kitchen, I could.hear.tho 

_ 

: 

fire’S*arting to crackle, 061 could hearher-, rattling cbconut;sf-@s - 

together. Soon. after that I .would,sm,ell the.smoke filt‘ering,scAiy ’ 1 

through the woven bamboo walls. There is,a veryssteftp hill near 
village, and it is a long time afte?%rst IighZ before?Qe;sun comes b Y 

p 
t *’ 

over the top of it. If I was still lying ori the floor’tmd&,my blanket when 
, -8 

: . . 

A’ this happened I coul u.n.fight comiiig thro$h-the crackSJn . 

I th&walls or theshut wit?dows. Some morn’ngs I could see, 

-the smoke coming through-to 
\ _’ 

d, then the strong thin, +arp sh*Qf.. 

sunlight would cut through the soft hazy drifting’curta@s:@fmoke. I 

have always been fascinated’by the i,#nteraccon of sunR$F;t$nd smoke.. 

‘I am helping to clearja garden, .I like.to watch the-thick. 

ing to meet the’ sunlight asit comes %ltering doGvn 

s... , J ., j 
1 : ‘A : ’ 

i .:.. -*- , *__~~-- ;-- ./ v _.I . 
. >~---i--.- _, 

I , .T * 
p_L----- - - .:-- 





~.- 7 

‘But. in,my~vll~ag9.-~whsrr~~e-~~~~~ka~~(sweet potato), it was goo ,d 

.becauseTt was kau-kau that we had grown&rselves. on our land. Ian ,’ 
which our ancestors had looked after’for us?and which they.are still P 

.I 
looking after. They had spent all their lives onit, bad watched the I/ 

. . 

growth of young trees. trees which were not giants, and they had / 

discovered th,e best places to catch fish and to hunt, and,they had Sat 

under the big volcanic ;ocks when the heavy ;ain sometimes’caught i 
them. They knew where the caves were/and which pl.aces were inhabi- 

ted by masalai (spirits). No wonder I felt secure. kqowing that my )I : 

ancestors were watching over me. -~~ -~- --m-.-p ---1;7+.- ~~ -----, L .~ _ ,’ .- _ 
.a - _’ _ r -a, 

s . 9 ;.- 

‘But there were other rkasons. Mainly it was the land. The land and ’ -I 
~-- -.: 

thesoa near my uncle’s village provided u$:wi’th everythin we needed.“’ _ 
- ‘a 

_ - 

-w- CL-----^--- 
----I _-.-----.-~-- 

Rl~UI;‘T@E :-@[ 
In those days there were-ot-~~hyt~-~-st-~~r~sas; LII~I~ are IIUW, YU 

my people had not learned tobecome as dependent on this foreign 
-. 

.1 _ 
.~ sup.ply line as they are tod’ay. Theland; my-mother’s land;gave me 

_I 
,. .a I /’ - _(I etiery4hYjr,?g~tneed6dI MyfoG’dl my-sleeping mat;-the cloak-my sisteruseddl 

kxchn’ol~ utt when it rained, the tree from which my un’cle-cut mv first’little canoe. the .’ I 

., 

‘, - ., 
bow and arrows my father made for me before I staited going toschool, ’ 

:- these things ali came from the land. Later I learned how to make rope, 

and which l&es to use for medbcine, and m&v other.thinas. I felt 

e ,+ ..I. ,i. ,,: I secur.e:l had everything I needed, and it all be1onge.d to us:8 
‘f, ,- 

\\i \ 
- :’ \ ..-;flm- ~’ 

~~~~~~~~~I;~,‘: ;: : 
4% VILLAGE D~VELOF’h;ENT - DAG HiMMARdOLD, F~ATION; 

\ 1 _ ~ I ’ 
always done. I suppose you have al!, felt this security; so you ‘k 

_ I mean....’ .: ’ 
.- .~ i 

-~- 102 
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r’- This report ha&not paid any regard to technical information.about appro.priate- 
technolo$es because it is already available from so mz sny excellent sources 
such as VITA (-Volunteers in Technical Assistance). VtiA i-n association of 

6,0@ volunteer businessmen 
technology transfer,of a;praci 

. ..-, the unde&e%ped4 6f 
on a @ide range of ideas for 
teers in Technical Assista’nc 

+ ” 20822, USA. 
‘i 

An@hek ex&%er& i?u.rce if 
f = Apprtipiiati Technologj, lntl 

Street, L&don W,C2E,EIHN, EI - i:’ 

I. educators, scientists and engineey,s engaged in 
:icat.fiature in r+pon& to req-bests-from peopleln 
the *orId. VITA has printed-itiformation availablk 
appropriate techqologies. Write.to: VITA (Volun- ; 
:e), 3706 Rhode Island Avenue, h;lt Rainier, Md 

------7 ~--~-- 
- 

I S-e _I,~ :’ ‘! 

technical ideas and information ‘is the journal 

ermediate Technology Publications Lt’d, 9 t$ing 
ngland. * 

._ 

‘. I, 

thgwork of -ihe Off&of-Village Development and -.- 
ogramrrie,.write to: Office of (/&age Develppment, 
hfl*ores$y, Papua New Guinea. ’ ‘* 

- -1. 
b 

/ 
-L$+ 

._ .’ 

&” . 

./ . . . . 1 
1 

Fnr fuqer informaiion about 
the scope of the workshop pr 

,- . . 
P.O. Box 6937, Boroko, P&I 
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